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CHAPTER I 
DESCR.!PTIOH OF THE STUDY 
The Cooperative Extension Service h challenged to.provide an 
effective and expanded educational program which will assist families 
with solving individual, family and community problems. A need for a 
broader and expanded educational program has been brought about by the 
rapid technological, social and economic developments in contemporary 
American society. The rapid changes in society have focused on the 
need to expand and adjus·t the educational program in the three major 
program areas of extension - agriculture, home economics and youth. 
In order to provide an effective and expanded extension program 
in each of the three major program areas, competent staff is needed to 
identify, plan, implement and evaluate the educational program which 
is to be provided. Personnel with special competences is needed for 
the Cooperative Extension Service to function effectively in program 
development. Special competences ·in program development to improve 
-,, 
educational programs are needed by personnel in all of the three major 
program phases of extension; but this study is.concerned spec~fically 
I 
with the personnel responsible for an extension home economics program. 
·Administrative leaders in extension are seeking to identify and 
define the specific roles for their persoqnel in.order to determine 
the s~ills and abilities needed for competences. More specifically, 
1 
administrators are seeking to determine the skills and abilities needed 
to improve the total program development process so that a broader edu-
cational program will be provided. 
A review of extension studies and research indicates that many 
different skills and abilities are needed by home economists in exten-
sion for effective program development. Some of these skills and 
· abilities are those which make it possible for home economists in ex-
tension to function effectively as leaders, followers, organizers, 
teachers and supervisors. To this group, Turnerl would add those 
unique skills and abilities needed for serving as a program organizer. 
She believes that competences as a program organizer are essential for 
the modern home economist in providing programs in extension to help 
clientele find answers to questions and problems in the complex soci-
ety of today. However, another study by Ussery2 of the educational 
training needs for all county extension agent positions found that 
most home economists in extension and other county extension persoltnel 
do not recognize the need, accep; this need or know how to function as 
program organizers. The belief of Turner in the need for competences 
as a program organizer and the finding of Ussery that inost home econo-
mists in extension do not recognize the need to function as program 
organizers supported the writer's belief that further research was 
needed about the competences of a program organizer. 
lHelen D. Turner, "Extension Companion on a New Path," Journal of 
Home Economics, LIV, (February, 1962), p. 96-99. 
2Margaret Ann Ussery, "An Analysis of The Educational Needs of 
County Extension Agents in Tennessee," (Unpublished Ph.D. dissex-tation, 
University of Wisconsin, 1963), p. 158-171. 
2 
3 
degree in agriculture ic;ir home economic$. The!lle per@onnel need r~-
training and updLS!.ting of sikillal for the resp@nsibilitie.8l in extenBJitm. 
work of tod~y. One of the major perplexitie~ of exten8lion administra= 
tion is to identify or to determine what competenlCe8l personnel need 
progr~m org~nizer can enhance and support the progr~m development 
procetils for providing a broader educational program. Competences as a 
Home elC:onomists in extension must also posiseis compe:teniee@ which in-
volve many other skills and abilities in order to funietion in the many 
roles needed in carrying out the total program development job. How,~ 
ever, thi§ study was c~n~erned m~inly with one of the many rol~s in 
the competences as a program org~nizer. 
Statement o.f the Probhm smd Objective§ 
'Ibe study was concerned with seeking to identify and to evaluate 
the ,(llpecific competences- needed_ by home economist in extension as a 
3nr • c· • " d 1 ""h C . E • " '  .,,aun ers, et. a • , ~ ,ooperaU;J.!:, xtens1.on ~erv:1.1:..!:.· 
Englewood Cliffs, New J'erS1ey~ Prentfoe=flall, Inc., 1966. Ch~pt;:er 37. 
program organizer and to identify and to state the concepts for these 
competences to use in planning for in~ervice education. The compe-
tences as a program organizer represent only one of the groups ef com~ 
petences needed by a home economist in extension to broaden an educa-
tional program through effective program development. 
The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To identify the competences for home economist in extension 
as a program organizer that were considered essential by selected 
leaders within extension. 
(2) To develop an instrument to evaluate the competences of 
selected home economist in extension as a program organizer. 
(3) To identify and to state the concepts needed for developing 
the competences of a hom~ e~onomist in extension as a program organ= 
izer that could be used for planning inservice education. 
Significance of the Study 
The competences which are needed by home economists in extension 
were ch~sen for study for the following reasons: (1) the entire field 
of competences needed by home economics personnel would be too large 
in scope, (2) research related to competences by home economist for 
extension program development is limited, (3) research related to 
competences as a program organizer i~ even more limited, (4) previous 
training of home economics personnel in extension has not emphasized 
the skills and·a·bilities needed for competences as a program organizer 
and(~) the writer is particularly interested in the competences of a 
progr,m organizer because of job responsibilities in extension home 
4 
economics program development. 
The term program organizer as u~ed in this study refers to the 
skills and abilities of .arranging, ~oordinat.ing. working with other 
educators, and using available resources in (1) identifying, (2) plan-
ning, (3) implementing and (4) evaluating the home economics program 
in extension. Competences as a program organizer are important for 
home econombt beca.use ccnditiona 4"lf so1':iety today are challenging 
5 
the extension service to broaden and expand educaticmal programs. The 
extension service, to broaden and extend an educational program, will 
need the assistance. of personnel from other agencie$ and reaources; 
therefore it is essential that a hom~ economist in extension have com= 
petences as a program organizer. 
The writer believes thiit a' study of the competence81 of a program 
organizer would be a significant contribution to home economics pro-
grams in extension because a br6ader extension educational program is 
needed, because there ,are few research studies related t\lll these com= 
petences and because previous training of home economics personnel has 
not stressed these competences, 
Definition of Terms 
Definitions were formulated aind adapted from the educational l:U:er 0 
ature that was reviewed as background information for conducting the 
study. Specific attention was given to establishing definitions that 
had unique and accepted meaning for the Cooperative Extension Service. 
For th~ purpose of this study, the following terms are defined. 
Clientele 
Clientele is the term u§~d to identify people who are ~erved by 
the educational program of the Cooperative Extension Service. Clien-
tele participate voluntarily in an educational program. 
Competences 
Competences are the skills and abilities a person is expected to 
develop in order to p~rform at an effective level in the under= 
standing and carrying out of the essential principles, techniques and 
tasks of a particular profession. 
ComEetences !! ~ Program Organizer 
Competences as a program organizer are one of the groups of 
skills and abilities needed by a home economist in extension. Com-
petences as a program organizer are the skills and abilities of 
arranging, coordinating, working with other educators, and using 
available resources in (1) identifying, (2) planning, (3) imple-
menting and (4) evaluating the home economics program in extension. 
Concepts 
Concepts for the competences as a program organizer are the key 
ideas that an inservice educati~n program would ~eek to provide for 
home economist in extension in order that broad understanding of the 
concepts would result. 
District Supervisors 
District supervisors are the personnel responsible for program 
development in the designated districts of the St2te of Florida. 
District supervisors perform this responsibility through the recruit-
ment, training and supervision of home economists in extension. 
6 
Ex tens io>1m 
Extension refer@ to that ph2:@@ of the land=gnmt instituti0>r1 
which is known by various name:lll a® th.e Coop~irat.iv® Ext~1c'1@ion Servic~, 
the Agricultural-Hom® Economic~ Extensi@n Service~ the Extension 
Service or the Extension Division" Exten$ion provides an informal 
educational pr~gram to cli®ntel~o 
E!ome Econ©mi<e!_ Exten@liolll P'rogn.~ 
The home economic© extension progr~m i~ the informal educ£tional 
program provided to cli~nt®le by home economililt§ employ~d in exten-
~ Economists in Exten®ion 
Home economists in extension are home economics college graduates 
employ~d by the Cooperativie" Extem,ion Service of the state. bnd-grant 
intlltitution. A home economht in extension is a field representative 
for a local geographic area. In some states this person is called a 
home demonstration agent. Florida personnel have ~n official appoint-
ment title as County Extension Hom~ Economics Agent. 
Inservice Education 
Insiervke e«:hication is the process provided by extenBJion in a 
planned, coordinated and continu~us manner t® develop p~rsonnel. 
Objectives of inservice educatiion a:re to develop concepts, BJkills and 
values that maximize personnel effectivene$s toward the goals and 
functions of the o:rg&nization., In extension, inservice edu:c:ati,Oln is 
referred to as inservice training, 
ProS,!"~m Development 
Program developm~nt is the process used by exten~ion to conduct 
7 
·8 
an educational pt·ogram in a given geographic area for a given group of 
clientele. Th® process involves identifying, planning, implementing 
and evaluating the extension program. 
Limitations ~f the Study 
The major limitati~ns of the study were: 
1. The competenc,u· to be 6\tudied wete limited to the skills and 
abilities needed by a hom~ economist in extension to function as an 
effective program organizer. 
2. !he identific~tion of competences as a program organizer 
were limited to selected extension personnel at the state and federal 
level who were considered leaders in program development and inservice 
education and who met the criteria for selection. 
3. The evaluation of the c.ompetences of home economist in exten-
sion as a program organizer was limited to home economists in exten-
sion at the county level with the title of County Extension Home Eco-
nomics Agent snd their district s~pervisors in the State of Florida. 
4, The in~truments used for obtaining data were developed by the 
researcher. 
Procedures 
To conduct the study of competences of home economist in exten-
sion as a program organizer the following procepure was used: 
1. Literature in 'the areas of extension education, inservice 
education, and behavioral S1cie1ru:::11as was reviewed to gain information 
to assist: (1) in identifying some of the competences of. home econo~ 
mist in exten~ion as a progr~m org~nizer» (2) in developing the in= 
strument to evaluaite the ClCDmpetencel] 1CJf homtre ec,wi,HJJru:l.st in e:i!:tension as 
.a program organizer» and (3) in identifying the concepts for the com-
petences of home economist in extemdcn as a program organizer for u.s.e 
in inservice education. 
2. Criteria were fonm1llils.ted for selecting the extension person-
nel at the state and federal level to identify the comp~tences 
needed by home economi$t in extension as a pr«:»gram orgamizeir. 
3. The exten~ion personnel were selected at the $tate and fed-
eral level to identify the competences of home economist in exten= 
sion as a program org~nizer on the basis of the criteria d~veloped in 
procedure number two. 
4. A r.mting brntrument for identifying the import~nce of the 
competences of home economist in extenaiion a_s a progr.mm organizer was 
constructed and a pretegting of the instrument w.:u1 cc:mduc.ted with 
representative personnel of the Oklahoma Extens.i·on Service. 
5. The rating in®trument fimir identifying the competences, c,f 
home economist in exten~i~n as a program org.mnizer was revised for 
mailing to the ielecte~ le~deri.in ~xten$ion. The rating in$truments 
were mailed to personnel in ten-~tate~ and to personnel in the federal 
office in Wa$hington, D.C. 
6. The data from the sele~ted leaders in exten8ion were tabu= 
lated and analyzed. 
7. Findings from the rating instrument for identifying the com-
petences of home economist in extension as a program organizer were 
ul!led to develop an instrument to evaluate the competences of home 
9 
10 
t~sting of the in~trum~nt waw conducted with repr~~entative home 
Extension Service. 
state of Flo.rida. 
10. The data from th~ Florida County Extension Home Economic$ 
Agents and from their district supervisors were tabUlated and ana-
lyzed. 
11. Findingi from th~ review of literature, the r~ting instru-
ment and the evaluation instrum~nt were used to identify we~kne~ses 
of home economist in extendon a~ a progr.am organizer were :i'..denUfied 
and stated to be u~ed in pl~nning inservice educ~tion. 
recommendations and implicatioirui for future re$earcb. formuhited. 
13. A written report ~f the 1tudy wa$ prep~red. 
The deBcription and significance for the study, obj~ctives, pro= 
cedures and other inform&ti~n r~lev~nt to the a,velopment of the prob-
lem have been outlined in thh chapter~ In Chapter :.tJr:~ a study of th.e 
related literature and research that served as the theoretic•l fra~e 
work for the problem are presented. The finding@ cf the ~tuqy and the 
interpretations of the~e finding$ are pre@~nted in Chapters III, IV 
and V. Ch~pter VI include~ the @umm.at-y of the i!Jtudy 9 icone::lud«Jin8l amd 
implication$ concerning futur~ related re~earch. 
1.1 
CHAP'll'ER II 
SUPPORTING EDUCATIONAL BELIEFS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of the related 
literature and reie~r~h that was considered pertinent to the study. 
The literature was reviewed to provide support for .the educational 
beliefs of the writer. The beliefs concerning extension philosophy 
and progr~ms~ continuing education, and in.service education formed the 
theoretical fram~wg~k fgr the study of the competences of a program 
organiz.er as one af the group of skills and abilities needed by a home 
economist in extension to provide broader educational programs. 
In the review pf the various source, three related lines of in-
quiry were pursued (1) e~teniion philosophy and program trends, (2) 
continuing education and broader programs and (3) inservice educa-
tional trends. First a brief historical review will be given of the 
circumstances and influences which sh,afH!d educational programs from 
the beginning of the Cooperative Extension Service. Second an ana-
lytical study will be made of factors and educational movements which 
are helping to shape the future:· of extension programs. And finally 
the trends and status of inservice education in extension in the 
United States and Florida will be examined. 
12 
13 
Exten:tion Philosophy a.nd Program T:rend&il 
Traditionally, the purpose of the Cooperative Extension Service 
as established by the Smith-Lever Act of 1914 and :~;uh.sequent legisla= 
tion was to aid in the diffusion and assimilation of knowledge and 
information in a.griculture, home economics and related areas to the 
people of the United States and to encourage the application and u:JJe 
of this knowledge.l At the time of the early beginnings of Coopera-
tive Extension work in 1914, interpretation of this act resulted in 
<educational programs to help rural people to improve farm and home 
practices. In the home economics program major content emphases were 
placed on production and preservation of a home food supply and home 
management practices to take the drudgery out of farm life and house= 
keeping thus making the tasks easier. 
Characteristically, these early program efforts were concen-
trated on teaching simple agricultural and homemaking practices 
through informal method~. For example, method demonstrations on how 
to can tomatoes were presented to rural women and girls. The 8ucces~ 
of the ea.rly work, the needs for improved and faster food production 
and the need for home efficiency in connection with World War I and 
the depression years gave impetus to program~ th~t work~d to develop 
leadership and group action abilities of farm people as well aa tradi-
tional skills in farming and homemaking, 
Improved economic standards after World War II added conaumer 
l "Amendment Smith-Lever Act of May 8, 1914," Public 
LaW' 8J-83 Congress, 157~S:16:79" 
education, family economics and family life education to the tradi-
tional extension home economics program areas of food and nutrition, 
clothing construction and textiles and home improvement th.a.t empha= 
sized home production and efficiency in homemaking practices. These 
program trends in general reflect the national and also program con-
tent for Florida in a brief form.2 
14 
Through approximately the first half of the twentieth century the 
educational program of the Cooperative Extension Service, nationwide 
and in individual state programs as in Florida, grew without specific 
educational program guidelines on a planned basis from extension ad-
ministrators. The first major national effort to give guidance and 
direction to educational programs was a policy statement in 19483 by 
the Extension Committee on Organization and Policy. This statement 
of policy mainly spelled out overall subject matter areas of responsi-
bility in home economics and agriculture and outlined working rela-
tionships between various levels of government and agencies in rela-
tion to Cooperative Extension work. More specific program areas of 
work were outlined duririg the riext ten years. In 1958, Federal and 
State Cooperative Extension Service leaders developed and published A 
Statement of the Scope and Responsibility of the Cooperative Extension 
2Agnes E. Harris, ''The Origin of Home Demonstration Work in 
Florida." Tallahassee: State Home Demonstration Office, 1940. 
(Mimeographed). 
3 "The 1948 Joint Policy Statement of Objectives," The Extension 
Committee on Organization and Policy and The Land-Grant College 
Association. 
15 
Service.4 This publication listed the nine major area~ of progr~m re= 
sponsibility of the Cooperative Extension Service as: 
1. Efficiency in agricultural production. 
2. Efficiency in marketing, distribution and utilization. 
3. Conservation, development and use of natural resources. 
4. Management on the farm and in the home. 
5. Family living. 
6. Youth development. 
7. Leadership development. 
8. Community improvement and resource development. 
9. Public affairs. 
This federal scope report was a concentrated effort to give 
direction to programs and most states followed the national pattern 
and developed state scope reports. Florida developed such a state 
report with the same major program areas. One exception was that 
program area number five was listed as home economics rather than 
being limited to family living. 
Since the development of an overall program direction in the 
federal and state scope reports, leaders in extension and i.n the homre 
economics profession have attempted to interpret the meanings of pro= 
grams listed as responsibilities in the scope reports for program con-
tent, organization, clientele and educational methods. Watts5 expands 
4Paul A. Miller, et. al.,! Statement of Scope and Res_£onsibility 
of The Cooperative Extension Service, Washington: Federal Extension 
Service, 1959. 
5c. A. Vines, Lowel H. Watts and W. Robert Parks, "Extension's 
Future, Broadening Challenges," Journal of Cooperative Extension, l 
(Winter, 1963), p. 240-241. ~ 
16 
on the educational philom1ophy of extension "to help, people help them-
selves" by stressing that the Cooperative Extension Service is organ~ 
ized to provide feedback from the local area problems and needs into 
the institution. According to Olson6 the trends of educational objec·· 
tives in current extension programs is to bring the total resources of 
the land~grant in$titution to bear on the problems of people. 
Legans7 states that the supreme and central function of the Cooper&-
tive Extension Service is to promote the development of people econom= 
ically, socially and culturally by means of education. 
Leaders of the home economics profession assisted with the devel-
opment of the philosophy and program trends in home economics in ex-
tension because the educational objectives of home economics programs 
in extension are based on beliefs of the home economics profession. 
In Home Economics New Directions 8 an overall philosophy of home ec,o-
nomics is stated as: 
Though home economics is not the only professional field 
dealing with one or more of the aspects of family living, it is 
the only field dealing with all of them, with their inter-rela-
tionships and with the total pattern which they form. It is 
the only field concerned with helping families shape both the 
parts and the whole of the pattern of daily living. 
6 Kenneth S. Olson, "Education Objectives in View of Current Ex-
tension Program Trends," Proceedings Extension Curriculum Study 
Seminar, University of Colorado, August, 1964. 
7 J. Paul Legans, Developing Professional Leadership in Extension 
Education, New York: Cornell University, CP-SM, 1963, p. 5, 
8 Dorothy Scott, et. al.,~ Economics New Direction@, A 
Statement of Philosophy and Objectives, Washington: American Home 
Economics Association, 1960. 
17 
The responsibilities of the home economics extension educational 
program were defined by a natiomi!!l committee of home economists repre-
senting the various land-grant institutions throughout the nation. 
The educational program was to be focused on the development of fami-
lies and was stated as: 
Phases of the home economics extension program are designed 
to help families acquire the knowledge, the experience, and 
the understanding that will enable them to adjust to the 
ever-changing social and economic conditions of the world. 
The focus is on the development of the individual and his 
potentials, and the opportunity to strengthen family living 
through meeting the problems faced by families as they work 
to improve the quality of their life at home and in the 
community.9 
The gradual shifting of emphasis in programs from skill and sub-
ject matter content to problem solving for the development of people 
has resulted in the restatement of educational objectivem for exten-
sion home economics programs. The objectives of home economics exten-
sion programs are to contribute to: 
1. The optimum development of children, youth and.adults as 
individuals and as members of a family and community. 
2. The management of human and material resources to achieve 
goals the family considers important. 
3. The assistance to family members in attaining a high level 
of competence in the needed homemaking skills and techniques. 
4. The promotion and maintenance of good health, including the 
establishment and wise use of health facilities and services. 
5. The further development of an informed leadership equipped 
to appraise and solve its own problems in a democratic 
9tela O'Toole, et. al., Home Economics in Land Grant Colleges 
and Universities,! Statement of Objectives and Future Directions, 
Washington: American Associa·tion of Larid Grant Colleges and State 
Universities, 1960, p. 8. 
society through effective individual and group participation 
in a.solution of the various problems affecting .the welfare 
of the family and comm.unity. 
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6. The orientation of programs toward interests and needs of all 
families - rural and urban. Thus programs are to be adjusted 
to the stages and development of the family, such as the 
young homemaker, the working wife, the mother and tbe eld-
erly person. 
7. The identification of research problems and the encourage-
ment of an expanded research program in home economics 
areas.l~ 
. ,,, 
In 1962 leaders of the home economics extension programs of the 
Southern Region expressed beliefs about desirable trends for home 
economics program content. The.se trends were: (1) programs will need 
to emphasize better coordination with all educational agencies: (2) 
programs will need to pr~vide a wider range of program content; and 
(3) program content needs to be adapted to specific audiences.ll 
The program trends of the extension scope reports and the state-
ments of home economics directions and objectives can be traced to 
changes in society and patterns of living of people that cause. clien-
tele to need broader informal educational programs. The present day 
problems of extension clientele result from a process of societal 
evolution that affects the family and family living. According to 
recent literature, leading authorities list some of the societal 
forces that contribute to family problems as: (1) the shift of the 
home and family from a production to a consumption unit; (2) the 
lOrbid. 
llEunice Heywood, nAccelerating Desirable Trends," Report of 
Workshop for Leaders~ Home Economics Extension Program Southern 
Region, Atlanta, Georgia, October, 1962, p. 23. 
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urbanization and mobilization of living units; (3) the employment of 
women and changing roles of family members; (4) the continued growth 
and changes in po~ulations; (5) the rise in educational levels and the 
demands for many kinds of educational programs from pre-school through 
higher education and to continuing education; and (6) the techno= 
logical developments that c&u$e economical, social, and political 
changes. These societal forces and their interaction with resulting 
problems have caused a concern of society for the kind of educational 
program needed for families to help themselves. This concern is im-
plied in the national domestic problems of unemployment and poverty 
and the federal legislation of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, 
the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the Medicare and Social Security 
legislation of 1965 and 1966. 
Continuing Education and Broader Extension Programs 
The need for broader extension programs must be viewed in the 
perspective of all educational programs in the United States, espe~ 
cially in relation to trends in continuing education being developed 
in recent federal legislation. Continuing education, extension serv= 
ices and adult education are terms being used by educators, government 
officials, industry and business leaders and the general public to 
i,mply a kind of education that citizens need to continue throughout 
life to assist them to functionally operate in the environment of the 
moment as they live throughout life. This continuing educational 
movement is brought about by efforts to carry out some of the major 
national goals currently relating to health, juvenile delinquency, 
senior citizens, disadvantaged people and human rights. These go.ah 
involve the solving of comple~ interwoven problems with many socio= 
economic, employment and educational implications. 
The philosophy which unclergirds the United States system of edu-
cation reflects the ideals of a democratic society. This philosophy 
implies that public education should serve as a inajor instrument for 
promoting social and economic well=being among all citizens of the 
United States. It is this democratic concept of the role of public 
education which is respcmsible for the central issue in education 
today. This issue is how to provide the best continuing educational 
opportunities for all citizens, commensurate with their abilities and 
the needs of the nation. 
The following pressures exert a profound effect on the course of 
the American way of life and on continuing education challenge$ and 
programs. 
1. The international crisis and the technological revolution 
in their natural interaction bring unheralded demands for 
new knowledge, skills, insights, and understanding on the 
part of our citizens. 
2. The continuing accumulation of knowledge at a breath 
taking pace now places us in a position where we must 
educate people to what nobody knew yesterday, and prepare 
people for what no one knows yet, but what some people 
must know tomorrow. 
3. The growth in total population and life expectancy account 
for constant increases in the number of adult$ who represent 
a waiting market for extension services. 
4. A continuing upswing in the standard of living and in the 
amount of leisure available to more and more Americans 
gives those citizens both the money and the time to engage 
in higher learning experiences. 
5. The major movement of our population from farm to 
metropolitan area$ is accompanied by needs for new kinds of 
educational programs c1;11ru,.ernet,q le£a with agri.ctid. tux\'lll pro-
duction and more with all atspect.s of urban life. 
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6. The suS1tained impact of Wodd War n: in ori(<':nti.ng adulti\,l 
tow!llrd seeking continuing education.d experie1r1.C>e$ is now 
coupled with a. rise in the m.1.mber of publi.c and priv.,.te adult 
educatim1. ventures. 
7. Economic, social, political and •piritual shift1 in the 
Ameriican way of life demand readj1,.11,;tment on the part of 
countleis in.dividuah"J.12 
An outcome (Q)f the overall continuing educa.tion @cene indicated 
atbove has been a vast amount of literature pertaining to Americam 
educational systema;, Rercommendations for change arnd reform have come. 
tional fields at all levels. p Weeks .,., in review of this extensive 
literature for public affairs issues of education drew four conch1= 
sions. These are: 
1. Public education in the United States i~ related to national 
survival. 
2, In the wake of changing technology and scientific advance= 
ment, a n,ew concept of the life pattern of modern man is 
emerging. Automation and efficiency in production provide~ 
new alternatives for use of leisure and personal resources. 
3. The pressing problem in education is public action iB 
d,efining goals and procedures; a.rid in. f inandng educa.ti;;;1no 
4. A majGr problem in the solution of today's issuei>\ in public. 
education h the functioning of the democrati.: pr<DJcetlls, For 
in a democracy control of public education ia in the hands 
of the people. The effectiveness of a democracy depend• on 
the competency of the individual and the group to cope with 
the problems of this world. 
12oivision of General Extension. Tod~~ Needs and Uni~ 
vein~ity Extenli<ion. Washington: American Association of Land Grant 
Colleges and State Universities, 1961. 
13shirley Smith Weeks, Isl sues in Publi~ Education 'lfJHh .§£._ecif_fo 
References!£ Worcheste~ County, Massachusetts, Ph.D. The®is at the 
University of Wisconsin, 1964. 
In the last five yearg, many ~tates have explor~d way~ to better 
coordinate the Cooperative Exten~ion Service and General ExtenBion 
Services toward a continuing educational exten~ion ideal. This exten= 
sion ideal is that the aim of the university is to provide a complete 
and well rounded exten~ion service from all di@cipline$ of the uni-
versity. This extension service is to be related organically to all 
appropriate segments of the institution and is to be icharged with 
extending the resources of the total univerEiity to people in all walk~ 
of life and in all paru of a state)&. .. In Florida to date. no formal 
attempt by state government has been made to coordinate the Cooper.m-
tive Extension Service and the various general extension services of 
the state university system. Whatever decisions are made throughout 
the United States and in Florida about coordinated programs toward a 
continuing educational extension ideal will affect Cooperative Exten-
don programs and the needed competences of personnel employed. But 
regardless of the direction of formal coordinated programs in view of 
the continuing education ideal, authorities and re~earchers in the 
field of Cooperative Extension work have expressed beliefs that the 
Cooperative Extension Service personnel must improve their skills and 
abilities to bring into intergrated play the full r~nge of the re-
sources of the land-grant college resident instruction, research and 
statewide Cooperative Extension in all subjec.t matter program 
14 American Association of Land-Grant Colleges and State Univer-
l!ities. "Today's Critical Needs and University Exten~ion. Statement 
of the Position of General Education." Proceedings of~ American 
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities;. Washington: 
Volume l, 1961, pp. 160-161. 
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areas .15 Beliefs in a broad extension educational base from many 
fields of subject matter to assist in the solving of the problems of 
people result in questions of what and how to provide such a program. 
Watkins, .16 the Extension Director of Florida, expresses the view that 
a broader program will require coordination and team effort on the 
part of extension workers and other professional educators to a much 
greater .extent than has been existing in extension. 
York.l7 states that the effective exteneion worker who has a 
broader and expanded extension program will be a specialist in organi-
zation, group dynamics, communication skills, and educational method-
ology. Such a person would serve as liaison between the people and 
their problems and the educational resources of the university which 
might be brought to bear on these problems. The late Dr. Glenn Frank 
as President of the University of Wisconsin said: 
The future of America is in the hands of two men --- the 
investigator and the interpret•r ---. We have an ample supply 
of investigators, but there is a shortage of readable and 
responsible interpreters, men who. can effectively play mediator 
15.center for Agricultural and Economic Adjustment, ,!!!! Areas of 
Land-Grant Extension Education, Ames: Iowa State University of 
Science and Technology, 1962. 
16 M. o. Watkins, "Needs and Problems in Program Development as 
Viewed by an Extension Director,'' Research Planning Conference and 
Program_Development, Madison, Wisconsin, December 7, 1961. 
17 E. T. York, Jr., ''Cooperative Extension and the Emerging 
Pattern of Extension Service," Workshop for Administrators of Uni-
versity Adult Education, University of Chicago, July 1, 1965. 
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between specialist and layman.18 
Leaders in the field of home economics have also expressed be-
liefs about needed abilities for doing a broader extension program. 
Turnerl9 believes that the home economist in extension is less pre-
pared to help families when the problems involve establishing or using 
more fully desirable community facilities. Albanese20 has predicted 
the following major shifts in home economics extension in "Home Eco-
nomics - 1980?" if extension home economics is to effectively pro-
vide programs to solve problems of clientele. 
1. Extension of necessity must work with a greatly broadened 
group of people. The clientele will include any group or 
organization -- whether they be on the farm or in the city. 
Population and mobility trends will continue to create 
demands for more services of a constantly broadening and 
diverse nature from extension. 
2. Staff members must have or acquire through inservice 
training an understanding of the basic principles of the 
social sciences so as to be able to understand and work 
more effectively with people. The extension program of the 
future must utilize a team approach, cooperating with com-
munity, state and national agencies and organizations also 
working with families. The role of an extension home econo-
mist may well be that of an inservice trainer of personnel 
for other agencies, as well as a member of a team working 
directly with families. The inservice training may be from 
any of the areas of home economics. 
18R. K, Bliss, et. al., lli Spfrit and Philosophy of Extension 
Work, Washington: Graduate School, United States Department of Agri-
culture and the Epsilon Sigma Phi., 1952, p. 335. 
19Helen D. Turner, ''Extension Companion on a New Path," Journal 
of Hpme Economics, LIV (February, 1962), p. 96-99. 
20Naomi Albanese. "Home Ecot)omics - 1980?" Speech, Home Eco-
nomics Division, Proceedings American Association of Land-Grant 
Colleges and State Universities, Kansas City, Missouri, November 16, 
1961. 
3. The extension ·worker of the future will ne·ed to be .as well 
prepared in.the decision~making process for her work with 
families as the extension worker of the past wa~ trained in 
homemaking skills. Thi.; training will not only be .available 
in the social sciences, but home economics itself will also 
need to provide the student experiences in working directly 
with families. 
4. Facts, informationt how=to=do, and telling families "how" 
will be much less stressed in the future. More attention 
will be given to concepts and principles; which will assist 
families and communities in the solution of problems. 
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5. The career extension women of the future, working in the 
county and/or district, a group of counties, may possibly 
select one of two roles. One role may be an 11organizer11 , 
the other a lilubject=matter "teacher." Each will have a 
vital role to play in the program. The "organizer" will be 
trained to develop with many resources in the state» county, 
or district, a broad program of informal education. The 
focus may well be on programs which will take on some of the 
characteristics of the formal school, as depth of study on 
one subject or problem which will involve for the partici-
pants or students, home work, study, perhaps a text, dis-
cussion, exchange of ideas, and perhaps a survey to get the 
answers. 
6. The research findings which have implications for the adult 
education of the future, such as the way adults learn, what 
they want, and the uniqueness of the adult as a student, 
will greatly influence the extension program in the years 
ahead. 
7. The focus of the entire program of extenefon will be less on 
assistance to families as to buying practices, using and 
judging material things, and more on an analysis of family 
values, objectives, goals, home and family management, and 
the human relations of the family. 
Work with special audiences in home economics extension empha= 
sizes the importance of planning and cooperation with other educa-
tional groups to broaden programs. Zimmerman21 in Missouri expresses 
this need in working with older citizens. 
21Katharyn Zimmerman, ''Family Economics for Older Citizens," 
Journal~ Home ·Economics, LIV (November, 1962), p. 780-781. 
To work effectively in family economics with senior adults, 
we must know and understand the work and plans of other groups 
and organizations concerned with aging. It i8 time consuming 
but well worth while. To work effectively with organized 
groups, we need to let them know about our educational programs 
in family economics before their programs are pl~nned for the 
year. 
Inservice Education 
If extension educational program$ are to broaden and beco~e mo~e 
effective, the educational needs of personnel will change. From 
itinerant teacher to organizer,' to educator, to highly trained tech-
nicians, social action catalyst or change agent, the extension worker 
has shifted roles over fifty years to meet the demands of the times. 
The educational standards required in the day of pioneer extension 
workers were thought to be amply met by a four-year course in a state 
agricultural college or its equivalent. A half century later giving 
method demonstrations, training leaders, preparing exhibits, and 
other informal methods were the keystones to accepted patterns of 
Cooperative Extension teaching and the archetype of the successful 
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extension worker in home economics became the college woman with home-
making skills and showmanship. 
Inservice training for personnel started as soon as the Coopera-
tive Extension Service was founded in 1914. This early training 
fe~tured practical experience. The impetus of expanding programs 
during World War I resulted in a Land-Grant College Association Com-
mittee being formed to work on plans for special courses in extension 
education ~or credit. In 1929 the University of Wisconsin began to 
offer graduate courses in extension methods. By 1937 nine 
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institutions were offering special_three week courses designed spe-
cifically to the needs of extension workers to keep abreast of the 
times in subject matter and in teaching procedures. In 1946, the Ex-
tension Committee on Organization and Policy appointed a National Com-
mittee on Training for Extension Workers. This group promoted and 
.supported regional schools which lead to an especially designed field 
of study called extension education. By 1950 the new professionalism 
,..· 
in extension education resulted in an additional specialization in 
the academic staff of the land-grant institution, a professor of ex-
tension education and also a staff role as the state leader of exten-
sion training. By 1960 states were reporting considerable training 
activity. Over thirty states had one or more well-qualified staff 
members assigned major responsibility for leadership in training. 
Thirty-seven institutions provided extension personnel with leave 
privileges for graduate study.22 Florida is one of these states but 
only provided leave without pay. Many of the other states provided 
leave with some .pay adjustments. 
A 1962 survey of extension training23 by the Federal Sta:ff 
Development and Training Personnel revealed that about one third of 
the professional workers in the United States had a master's degree 
and over five percent had a doctor's degree. In relation to this in 
the Florida group of agents five of the agents or almost ten percent 
22Mary Louise Collings, Chapter 37, "Personnel 
Development" in The Cooperative Extension Service. 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1966. 
Training and 
Englewood Cliffs, 
23P'ederal Extension Service. Extension Training of Personnel in 
1962. Washington. (Mimeographed Report). 
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had a master's degree and no agents had a doctor'$ degree. 
A National Task Force on Co~perative Exten~ion Inservice Training 
in a three year study (1957-1960) revealed a number of weaknesses in 
existing training programs. The task force came to the conclusion 
that the most obvious needs t©i improve extension inservi.ce education 
appeared to be: 
1. A written training policy clarifying extension administra= 
tion's intentions regarding training. 
2. An org~nizational relationship to effect coordination of 
training. 
3. Continuous effort to redefine training purposes in light 
of the agency's program goals. 
4. A better procedure for determining training needs. 
5. Organization of training content to maximize :i.ts effective-
ness. 
6. Greater effort to provide lea.rning experience appropriate 
to the outcomes or objectives. 
7. Fuller use of the institutions total resources. 
8. A more adequate system f.or evaluating training,24 
Inservice education in Florida has not emphasized specific 
training for as long a period of time as the inservice education em-
phasis at the national level. The first permanent staff position 
for training and inservice education in Florida was established on 
the State Extension Home Economics Staff in 1954. 
24National Task Force on Cooperative Extension Inservice 
Training.. !!! Inservice Training Program for Cooperative Extension 
Personnel. Federal Extension Service, 1961. · 
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TABLE I 
INSERVICE EDUCATION IN FLORIOK:Z5 
Trainin~ Areas 
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 
Program Development and 
Adjustment X X X X X X X X X X x 
Leadership Development X X X 
Clothing and Textiles X X X X X 
Home Improvement X X 
Family Life Education X X 
Food and Nutrition X X X X X X X X X X 
Health and Safety X X 
Management . X X 
Youth Programs X X 
Table I, Inservice Education in Florida, gives the kinds of inservice 
programs to which the person in the home economics training po~ition 
gave overall leadership and guidance on a statewide basis from 1954 
through 1964. Training efforts are difficult to measure in Florida 
because some training may be for one day, for a series of day~ or f~r 
a week. The training listed in Table I is mainly for one day training 
meetings except the training in subject matter areas for 1964 which 
were one week training conferences. In Florida inservice education 
25oata was Summarized from Annual Reports and Training Committee 
Reports of the Home Economics Programs of the Florida Agricultural 
Extension Service from 1954 through 1964. 
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or training is defined and reported as any plann~d program by state 
personnel for the purpose of providing County Extension Home Economics 
Agents further knowledge, skill and understanding in the given area 
of content to assist them in being better prepared to cilirry out their 
job responsibilities. 
No planned graduate credit courses or summer on campus con-
ferences for personnel who work in home economics programs exist in 
the state of Florida. Some graduate credit extension oriented 
courses are held in the summer for mainly agricultural programs and 
may be attended by home economics personnel. Since 1965 inservice 
·, 
education in Florida has been undergoing some changes because of 
personnel changes and reorganization of responsibilities within the 
Florida Extension Service. Indications are that the inservice educa-
tion program for Florida will have to be reorganized and more strongly 
supported by administrative leaders and financial resources if person-
nel are to be able to adjust and broaden programs. 
The philosophy and beliefs of extension and continuing education 
_toward broader educational programs point out the importance of in-
service education as a basis for preparing personnel to be more effec-
tive extension workers. The purpose of inservice education is for 
professional growth which will result in a stronger program of the 
extension service. Programs of inservice education exist for the dual 
purpose of helping the members 'of an organizational .staff become more 
competent to deal with their profes~ional roles and of improving the 
quality of the educational program of the organization.26 
Lega.ns27 and McCormick28 present views of exten@ion cornpete.nce.s 
that emphasize the importance of organizer skills and abilities in 
providing broader extension programs. Collings29 the Feder:al Exten= 
sion Leader for Training, points out that personnel need the kind of 
training which encourages them to see the inter .. relati.on13hips of 
various fields and thus be able to coordina.te their work with otheri:. 
toward solutions of the common technical problems of people. 
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Legans30 expressed the needs of inservice education for extension 
workers in terms of concepts. These concepts are listed as abilities 
at the high and complex levels of integrated professional behavior 
that reflect in a well balanced form: (1) knowledge of technology, 
(2) skill in dealing with people, and (3) proficiency with the edu-
cational processes in ways that get the job done. Tyler31 states 
26National Society for the Study of Education, Inservi_ce Educa= 
tion, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957, p. 311, 
27J. Paul Legans, Developing Professional LeadershiE in Exten-
sion Education, New York: Cornell University, CP-5M, 1963, p. 3, 
28 
Washington: 
Conference~- Concepts in Extension Edu~ation, 
Federal Extension Service, December, 1963. 
29Mary Louise Collings, "The Need for Graduate Training for 
Extension Workers," Proceedings the Association of State Uni-
versities and Land-Grant Coll~~. Washington: November, 1963, 
30J, Paul Legans. Develooin~ Professional Leade!Jhi£ i_n 
Extension Education, New York: Cornell University, CP-SM, 1963. 
31Ralph W. Tyler, "Concepts, Skills, and Values of Curriculum 
Development,'' Washington: Federal Extension Service, ER & T-133 
(9=64), December, 1963, (Mimeographed). 
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that a member of a profession is dealing with an ~ccupation in which 
specifics cannot be laid down because new problems arise and new 
knowledge becomes available to deal with these problems. In a profes-
sion, Tyler advocates that concepts, skills and values can be devel-
oped in personnel which they can carry away with them. These con-
cepts, skills and values become a new mode of behavior which enables 
personnel to perform their professional responsibilities satisfac-
torily. 
Tyler has been a consultant and worked with State Extension 
Training Personnel in National ·Extension Training Conferences for 
many years. In 1963 the National Conference was on Concepts in Exten-
sion Education. The underlying theme of the presentation and work 
with discussion groups by Tyler as this conference was that the 
needed concepts for extension education had to be broader than 
present curriculum terms of extension philosophy, extension me~hods, 
subject matter program areas - which are the traditional extension 
fields of study. Overall concepts tend to be interdisciplinary and 
have meanings broader than present curriculum terms. In developing 
concepts Tyler stresses four fundamental questions for consideration 
that have been adapted for extension from principles basic .to cur-
riculum development. These are: 
1. What educational purposes should the Extension Service seek 
to attain? 
2. What educational experiences can the Extension Service 
provide tha.t are likely to attain these purposes? 
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively 
organized by ·extension personnel? 
4. How can Extens.ion personnel determine .whether these 
purposes are being at ta i.ned. 32 
After concepts h,ave been developed Tyler33 emphasi~es that the 
objectives of and the kind of inservice education for all e,:;;:ten= 
~ion personnel need to be based on concepts developed for the identi= 
fied competences that are desired for personnel and the degree to 
which personnel now possesses these capabilities. Following the 1963 
conference when concepts for extension inservice education were 
studied intensively a committee was assigned to develop the concepts 
e$sential for extension education and the competences needed by 
personnel in all areas of program development. The progress of this 
committee was discussed by the writer with the Federal Staff Develop-
ment Personnel in Washington, D.C. in November, 1965. The committee 
is making some progress and is attempting to develop concepts and 
competences for personnel to use in planning undergraduate extension 
education programs. After this is accomplished, this committee or 
another committee will consider concepts and competences for inserv-
ice education programs. It is the belief of the writer that the con-
cepts and competences fr;,,r inservice education are vitally needed. 
Re$earch in nearly all occupational and professional fields~ stress 
the importance of on the job practical experience amf continued edu-
cation to supplement formal academic preparation. 
32Ralph w. Tyler. Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruc-
tion. Syllabus for Education 305, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1950. 
33Ralph W. Tyler, "Concepts, Skills, and Values and Cur-
riculum Development," Washington: Federal Extension Service, 
ER & T-133 (9-64), December, 1963, (Mimeographed), p. 6. 
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Competence is a term used by Craig34 to express the abilities 
needed by professionals: 
Competence is not made up of a bundle of isolated skills, 
facts and appreciations tied together with a sheepskin like 
a set of golf clubs in a bagj anyone of which may be pulled 
out and used on demand. Instead 9 facts, skills and apprecia-
tions, all together make up a responsible selective judgment, 
the various facets of which are fused, and complementary. 
No phase of selective judgment can be used without involving 
the whole of selective judgment - it is a capacity for wise 
response and action. · 
Other descriptive terms to explain the kind of inservice educa-
tion needed by extension education a~e concepts and generalizations. 
Osborn35 in basic definitions defines conc~t as an idea of what a 
thing should be. It is the mental picture one has of an idea, an 
object or a procedure. She defines generalization as statements 
supported by facts, beliefs~ and/or experiences which can be applied 
in a number of situations. 
Early extension philosophy establish the purpose of extension 
34 
training or education in the areas of agriculture, home economics and 
closely related areas. A broader extension program toward an exten-
sion ideal of continuing education for people throughout life to 
solve their problems from any subject matter field results in a need 
for continuous inservice education for personnel. This results in 
the application of the philosophy of education of Tyler36 that 
34.rhomas W. Craig, "A Concept of General Education, 11 Schoel and 
Society, LXXlI (1950), p. 357. 
35Barbara Osborn, "Concepts and Generalizations," New York: 
J.C. Penney Company, Inc., 1965, p. 4. 
36Eugene R. Smith and Ralph w. Tyler, et. al., Appraising and 
Recording Student Progress, New York: 1942, p. 11. 
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education is a process which seeks to change the behavioral p~tterns 
of human beings. To change program content the personnel who direct 
the content must change in behavior. Alexander37 advocates this phi-
losophy for educators by stating that if teachers are to educate 
learners in the skills of continuing learning, they themselves must 
practice the skills of continued learning. 
Summary 
General findings from reviewing the literature indicate that no 
investigators have studied the competences of a program organizer for 
home economist in extension. Yet in the literature the three areas 
reviewed revealed support for the belief of the writer that the com-
petences as a program organizer is one of the groups of competences 
needed by a home economist in extension to broaden extension programs. 
Extension philosophy and program trends from 1914 to the present 
stress the importance of an educational program to help people help 
themselves. The major shift in emphasis in program trends has been 
from a skill, practice and show in agriculture and home economics and 
c.ommunity leadership to a problem solving approach using all avaihlble 
disciplines and educational methods especially in relation to complex 
interwoven problems such as poverty, unemployment and illiteracy. 
Federal and state extension leaders and home ec.onomi.cs leaders have 
attempted through various scope reports and statements of direction 
37william M. Alexander, "Changing Curriculum Content, 11 Report 
of the Conference on Curriculum Content, Chicago: October, 1963. 
to update and redirect the content of educational programs to help 
people solve their problems in the society of today and tomorrow that 
is ever changing with resulting effects on the individual, family, 
home and community. 
The program guidelines and directions from extension philosophy 
and program trends focus on the place of a broader extension educa• 
tional program in relation to all educational programs in the United 
States. This is especially due to current trends in federal and 
state legislation toward continuing education. The term, continuing 
education, may be defined as adult education, extension services or 
off campus studies, but the intended meaning is a kind of education 
for all citizens to assist people to live in their environment most 
effectively throughout life. Many questions remain unanswered in re-
lation to the organidng, financing and administer.-ing of the various 
educational agencies especially cooperative extension and general ex-
tension that seek to provide informal educational programs to clien-
tele. But whatever decisions are made on these issues, leaders in 
the field of Cooperative Extension believe that extension personnel 
must improve their abilities to use all available resources to help 
people to solve individual, family and community problems. Many of 
these leaders recognize that to provide the program clientele need 
will mean changes in training of personnel and fields of specializa-
tion, educational methods and wor.k with other educational groups, 
agencies and resources. 
A need for a broader extension educational program and the con-
tinuing educational goals in society emphasizes that inservice 
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education is one means of attempting to expand and have more effective 
educational programs. For, to change a program, the personnel who 
conduct the program must have .an opportunity to develop the compQ-
tences needed to provide an expanded program. Training or inservice 
education in extension through the years has attempted to provide 
personnel training needed for practical skills of doing informal edu-
cational teaching in agriculture and home economics and closely re-
lated areas. With the forming of national training committee$ 
leaders in extension research and staff development are seeking to 
develop an overall framework for preservice and inservice education 
based on the broad concepts and competences needed by personnel to 
effectively provide a broader and expanded program for clientele. 
The reviewing of extension philosophy, past and future educa-
tional programs and inservice education and the educational beliefs 
of the writer is a part of a greater dialogue. It is an expression 
of national concern, particularly in the past ten years, for greatly 
expanded programs of continuing education in all fields of learning. 
Obviously a great need exists for substantially enlarged programs of 
extension or continuing education to enable all people to keep abreast 
of the knowledge to be productive members of society. 
Beliefs of the Writer 
The reviewing and summarizing of related literature supported and 
helped the writer express statements of her educational beliefs about 
extension philosophy and programs, continuing education and broader 
educational programs, and inservice education. These educational 
beliefs are also developed from the writer's training and experiences 
in the academic fields of home economics and adult education and em= 
ployment with the Cooperative Extension Service for twelve years. 
The basic philosophy trunt the purpose of the Extension Service 
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is to help people to help themselves by providing an informal educa-
tional program in agriculture and home economics and closely related 
areas needs to be expanded. The expansion needed involves a philoso-
phy that an extension educational program is to provide means whereby 
people can be more successful in helping themselves through a problem 
solving approach that uses available resources from all disciplines 
and fields of knowledge. This philosophy would not limit an extension 
home economics program to using resources from the disciplines of 
agriculture. and home economics. 
The writer believes that extension home economics program de-
velopment in relation to this philosophy would result in a program to 
help clientele more successfully cope with and solve complex inter-
woven socio-economic problems such as poverty, unemployment and 
illiteracy. These problems of society are a result of societal 
forces such as urbanization and mobilization of family living, of 
growth and changes in population, and of technological developments 
that affect families. These societal forces and their interaction 
have resulted in problems that have caused a concern of society for 
the kind of educational program needed for individuals and families 
to help themselves. A program to help solve these problems of society 
would need the resources of the land-grant university resident in-
struction, research and statewide cooperative extension in all 
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available disciplines and educational methods. 
The Cooperative Extension Service is only one of many agencie$ 
that are concerned with providing an educational program to assist · 
with solving complex problems of society today. All of these agencies 
need to find better ways of working together and coordinating efforts 
toward an extension ideal of continuing education for all citizens 
to assist them to operate in the environment in which they live 
throughout life. It is a belief of the writer that one of the most 
significant contributions and potentials of the Cooperative Extension 
Service is to strive for leadership in providing skills and abilities 
in organizing and coordinating the many resources needed by clientele. 
The program provided by this leadership would be an educational pro-
gram with extension personnel serving as liaison between the people 
and the educational resources which could provide assistance in the 
solution of problems. There is a great need to blend and coordinate 
educational agencies and organizations to provide the continuing edu-
cational services needed by all citizens. 
To provide a broader and expanded educational program that in= 
eludes resources from many agencies will require of extension home 
economics personnel different program organizer skills and abilities. 
Personnel will need to become a specialist in organization, group 
dynamics, communication skills and educational methodology. For the 
presently employed personnel and new personnel to develop skills and 
abilities for competences as a program organizer continuing inservice 
education will be imperative. It is the belief of the writer that 
for program expansion the skills and abilities of the personnel who 
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are to provide the expanded program must change through inservice edu-
cation. The content of this inservice education would need to be 
based on the concepts underlying the competences for providing an 
expanded extension home economics educational program. In general 
the writer believes tlia.t the presently employed home economists in 
extension have not had the preservice and inservice education needed 
to develop competences as a program organizer. 
The writer believes one group of the skills and abilities needed 
to broaden the educational program could be the competences as a 
program organizer and that statements of these competences c.ould be 
formulated for extension program development. Further the writer 
believes that these competences could be identified by extension 
leaders, evaluated for a given ·group of home economists in extension 
and concepts identified and stated for the competences to be used in 
planning inservice education. 
The beliefs of the writer concerning extension home economics, 
continuing education and inservice education could be summarized as 
follows: 
1. Extension home economics programs need to be broadened and 
expanded to provide clientele with means for coping with and solving 
complex problems of living in present day society. 
2. One of the groups of skills and abilities needed to broaden 
extension home economics programs is the competences as a program 
organizer. 
3. The competences as a program organizer can be identified and 
evaluated for a home economist in extension. 
4. The concepts of a program organizer that c'°uld be used in 
in~ervice education can be identified. 
5. Home economists in extemdon have not had the preservi.i::e and 
inservic.e education needed to develop competences as a program 
organizer. 
The beliefs of the writer interacting with the results of the 
review of literature concerning the exten$ion service, continuing 
education and inservice education provided the baBiia for the deeign 
of this study and the construction of the instruments used for the 
collection of data. 
4.1 
CHAPTER III 
IDENTIFICATION OF COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMIST 
IN EXTENSION AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
Development of Competences Statements 
The specific competences of a home economist in extension.as a 
program organizer are not readily observable traits. Therefore, in 
order to provide statements of the competences of a home economist 
in extension as a program organizer that selected extension leaders 
could rate for identification purposes, the competences statements 
had to be formulated. A reviewing of extension research and studies 
from 1957 through 19621 revealed that competences for abilities as a 
program organizer had not been stated as one of the groups of 
abilities needed by home economists in extension. The studies re-
ported during this five year period in program development and inserv-
ice education could be grouped as studies of: (l) analysis of 
training needs based on present program content, (2) proposed,program 
content in relation to the National Extension Scope report, (3) areas 
of formal academic training before employment, and (4) graduate work 
after employment in extension work. 
1 Reviews of Extension Research, 1957-1962, Washington: 
Extension Service Circulars 518, 521, 532, 534, 541 and 544. 
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Sughrue2 in a study of the training needs of Kansas Rome Eco-
nomics Agents concluded that agents needed help in working with ad-
visory committees and other agencies if programs were to reach larger 
groups of clientele and have more depth in program content. The only 
study located that gave an indication that competences as a program 
organizer was a group of specific capabilities needed for a home 
economist in Extension was by Ussery.3 Her analysis of the educa-
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tional needs of county personnel in Tennessee followed a pattern also 
undertaken in studies in Ohio and Arkansas. The objective in all 
three state studies was to identify the perception personnel had of 
professional responsibilities to carry out the extension job. In 
these states, county extension workers were asked to rate their per-
ception of their professional role in four areas stated for a home 
economist as: 
1. A professional home economist available to provide informa-
tion to adults and youth in the county. 
2. A professional home economist providing service to the people 
of the county. 
3. A professional educator developing educational programs with 
people to affect behavior changes in the people of the county. 
4. A professional organizer or educational activities for the 
people of the county. 
2Kathryn Sughrue, nKansas Home Agents' Training Needs," (Un-
published Master's Report, Colorado State University, 1963). 
3Margaret Ann Ussery, ''An Analysis of the Educational Needs of 
County Extension Agents in Tennessee," (Unpublished Ph.D. Disserta-
tion, University of Wisconsin, 1963). p. 158-171. 
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In summarizing all three studies Ussery4 found the pe.rception of 
personnel of their professional responsibility to be lowest for the 
responsibility defined as being a professional organizer of educa-
tional activities for the people of a given county or geographic 
area. From these research findings, it appears that agents have some 
security in the professional roles of providing information, service 
and developing programs with.people. The agents had less under-
standing of the role and skills of a program organizer to bring the 
total resources of the various agencies of the locality to the prob-
lems of people. 
The program development process in extension involves the total 
job responsibilities of determining the program and carrying out the 
program for a given group of clientele. Home economists in extension 
initiate and conduct problem solving procedures with clientele to 
determine the situation, problems and objectives of the program; plan 
the content to assist in solving the identified problems; and imple-
ment and evaluate the program •. Since the specific abilities and 
skills of managing, arranging, coordinating and expanding are vital 
to the competences of a home economist in extension as a program 
organizer, the statements for selected extension leaders to use in 
rating .these competences were formulated in relation to the total job 
in extension program development. For these program organizer com-
petences are supportive of a home economist effectiveness in the four 
funct~ons of extension program development -.identifying, planning, 
implementing and evaluating an extension educational program. 
Development of the Instrument 
To formulate the statements of competences for a home economist 
in extension as a program organizer for preparing a rating instrument 
to identify competences with selected federal and state extension 
leaders, the writer: 
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1. Reviewed literature on the educational function of extension 
in continuing education. 
2. Reviewed extension research and materials in program 
development and inservice education. 
3. Reviewed extension job descriptions and standards of 
performance schedules. 
Additional considerations in refining the statements were the 
relation of the competences to: 
1. The total Cooperative Extension Program in agriculture, home 
economics and related areas in a geographic region and the 
cooperative extension ·personnel responsible for work in the 
program. 
2. The generally established policies for extension program 
development. 
3. The fact that extension is one of the many sources of 
educational assistance to clientele for solving problems. 
Pretesting the Instrument 
The instrument for rating the identified competences of a home 
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economist in extension as a program organizer was prepared for pre-
testing with representative personnel who were members of the Oklahoma 
Extension Service. Ten district supervisors, the assistant director 
for programs, the home economics program leader and the training 
specialist were asked to participate in the pretesting of the instru-
ment. These thirteen Oklahoma extension personnel were sent by mail 
a letter, an explanation sheet and the instrument and were requested 
to fill out the instrument as if they were one of the selected person-
nel.for the study and to make any comments and suggestions they felt 
would improve the instrument. From the eleven instruments returned, 
revisions were made in format and wording, and one additional com-
petence statement was added to the rating instrument. 
Selection of State and Federal Extension Personnel 
Criteria for selecting the state and federal extension personnel 
to be used to rate the identified competences of a home economist in 
extension as a program organizer were developed by the.researcher on 
the basis of personnel who were considered leaders in extension pro-
gram development and inservice education in the United States. The 
criteria and the personnel selected were discussed and reviewed with 
the federal leader for extension research and training in Washington, 
D.C., Dr. Mary Louise Cc,llings, Training and Staff Development 
Specialist. 
Criteria used in reviewing states for selecting personnel were: 
1. The state had a home economics person at the district 
supervisory level. 
2. The state had a home economics persen at the state program 
level. 
3. The state had a training person at the state level. 
4. The state had some continuity in state leadership with 
respect to the home economics program. 
5. The state was suggested to be included in this study 
through recognition for leadership in home economics 
extension programs in the United States. 
6. The state according to known information at the time of 
selection would not be having personnel changes in the 
positions designated to be used in this study. 
7. The state had personnei serving in positions as director, 
home economics leader; supervisor and training leader who 
were actively involved in policy making and implementation 
regarding inservice education for home economists in exten-
sion. 
8. The states selected represented the extension regions of 
the United State$. 
The ten states selected were: Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, 
New York, North Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota, Virginia and Wis-
consin. 
were: 
Criteria used in selecting Federal Extension Service personnel 
1. The administrative position for programs would be included. 
2. All home economics division program positions would be 
included. 
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3. All extension research and training positions would be 
included. 
Fifty-three state personnel and eleven federal personnel were 
selected making a total of sixty-four personnel being selected to 
respond to the rating instrument. 
Collection of Data 
. 
In order to clear the procedures for contacting the personnel to 
participate in the study, the Florida Extension Director wrote the 
state directors asking them to 'participate and to distribute in-
struments to their personnel concerned. He also made clearance with 
the federal director for the federal personnel to participate. 
Each person participating received a letter, an explanation 
sheet about the purposes of the study and the rating instrument in 
which three kinds of information was requested. Section One was 
general information for describing the sample. These items included 
position held in extension at the present time, number of years in 
extension and number of years in present position. Section Two was 
the rating scale. On this scale each respondent was requested to 
rate his beliefs regarding each competence statement. The respondent 
was asked to rate in view of what he considered important as desirable 
competences for home economists. The rating scale for each com-
petence was: ~ important, important, could be important,.!!£!. 
important,!!£ comment. In Section Three the respondent was requested 
to write in additional competences and make any suggestions and com-
ments concern~ng the competences as related to the improvement of 
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extension programs. A copy of the letters and the instrument mailed 
to the selected extension personnel are in Appendix A. 
Analysis of Data 
The compilation of the data in the study was done by the re-
searcher by hand tabulation and descriptive statistics were used in 
analyzing the findings. The accuracy of the hand tabulations was 
checked twice by the researcher and a competent secretary checked 
the figures once by hand tabulation and once by machine calculation. 
Compilations were made for each of the three sections of the rating 
instrument. The results were summarized and presented for the state 
respondents, the federal respondents and the combined group of state 
and federal respondents. 
Section One - Description of Sample 
The sample for this part of the study consisted of the sixty~four 
selected leaders in extension from ten states and the Federal Exten-
sion Service. 
TABLE II 
STATE AND FEDERAL EXTENSION PERSONNEL MAILED RATING INSTRUMENTS 
Use.able Returns 
State Number Sent Number Percent 
Florida 6 6 100 
Indiana 5 4 80 
Iowa 5 5 100 
Missouri 6 5 83 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Useable Returns 
State Number Sent Number Percent 
New York 5 4 80 
North Carolina 5 5 100 
Oregon 5 5 100 
South Dakota 5 4 80 
Virginia 5 5 100 
Wisconsin 6 6 100 
TOTAL State 53 49 92 
Federal 11 9 82 
TOTAL 
Federal and State 64 58 91 
Sixty-four instruments were mailed and fifty-nine (92%) were returned. 
One instrument was returned from a vacant position leaving fifty-
eight (91%) of the instruments useable for tabulation. Table II gives 
by state and federal personnel the number of personnel mailed rating 
instruments and the number of useable instruments that were returned. 
All states and types of positions were represented in the returns. 
In the selected group were fifty-three state personnel and eleven 
federal personnel. Table III represents the data for the type of 
extension positions of the respondents. All fifty~eight respondents 
had been employed in extension six or more years. Three (6%) had been 
employed from six to ten years. Nineteen respondents (32%) had been 
employed from eleven to twenty years and thirty-two respondents (56%) 
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had been employed twenty 0 one or more yearso The extensive years of 
service of the respondents in that over fifty percent had twentyQone 
or more years of service indicates several relevant factors about these 
respondents. These are that more than half of the total group of 
respondents would probably have received undergraduate training from 
twenty to thirty years ago and that the respondents will be reaching 
retirement age within a five to ten year period of timeo 
TABLE III 
-. 
------------------------------~--·"'""'--'-=-TYPES OF EXTENSION POSITIONS REPRESENTED BY 
STATE (49) AND FEDERAL (9) RESPONDENTS 
S1ATE RESPONDENTS TOTAL SAMPLE 
NUMBER ' POSITION PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
Qi.rector 10 20 10 17 
Home Economics Leader 9 19 9 16 
Supervisor 18 37 18 ·- .. . :n; 
Training Specialist 12 24 12 21 
TOTAL 49 100 49 84 ,, 
~ 
-
FEDER.AL RESPONDENTS TOTAL SAMPLE 
' POSITION NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
Program Administration 1 11 1 ·2 
(,: 
Home Economics Programs .... 3 33 3 .::5 
Research and Training Programs 5 56 !> d "' ... -, 
.. "··~ .. 
TOTAL 9 100 9 16 
.,., 
TOTAL SAMPLE 58 100_ 
Over one-third of the total group of respondents had been in their 
present extension position from one to five years; slightly over one:. 
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fourth of· the respondents had been in their present pos:f.tion from six to 
ten years; almost one.fourth had been in their present position from 
eleven to twenty years; and only two respondents bad been in their prep 
sent position twenty-Pone or more years. Over fifty percent of the 
respondents had been in their present position ten years or less. Yet 
it is interesting to point out that over fifty percent of the respondents 
have been in extension twenty-one years or more. 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN EXTENSION AND NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRESENT EXTENSION 
POSITION FOR (49) STATE AND (9) FEDERAL RESPONDENTS 
NUMBER OF 
YEARS 
1-5 
6-10 
ll-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30+ 
No Response 
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 58 
IN PRESENT 
IN EXTENSION POSITION 
I '%, # % 
State 0 0 17 35 
Federal 0 0 5 56 
Total 0 0 22 38 
State 3 6 15 31 
Federal 0 0 1 11 
Total 3 5 16 28 
... 
State 7 14 10 20 
Federal 2 22 1 u 
Total 9 15 11 19 
·' 
State 8 16 3 6 
Federal 2 22 0 0 
Total 10 17 3 5 
State 13 27 0 0 
Federal 0 0 0 0 
Total 14 24· 0 0 
State 14 29 l 2 
Federal 4 45 1 11 
Total 18 31 2 3 
State 4 8 3 6 
Federal l 11 1 u 
,, 
Total 5 8 4 7 
Data in Table IV represents the findings for the total group of 
respondents for number of years in extension and number of years in 
present extension position according to types of position held at the 
present time. The frequency count by state and federal respondents 
showed little difference in these two items for the two groupsq This 
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is probably true because of the difference in the number of the two 
groups and because both state and federal positions are career positions 
in extension. A career position in extension means that a person 
usually stays in the same state or federal position once the position is 
accepted. The findings in the present position item indicated that 
quite a few of the sample had changed positions in extension because 
none of the sample had been in extension less than five years but 
twenty-two (38%) of the total group of respondents had been in their 
present position five years or less. This trend probably means that 
over one-third of the state and federal personnel who were in this 
sample have been employed in their present position from another posig 
tion in extension within the past five year. 
An analysis of the findings in Table V of the number of respondents 
in extension ten years or more and in their present position five years 
or less by type positions indicated that, of the group in extension ten 
years or more, approximately one-third had been in their pre,ent posig 
tion five years or less. State positions of director, home economics 
leader and all federal positions had a higher percentage, almost fifty 
percent of each group, had been in their present position five years or 
less. These positions probably had a higher percentage of personnel in 
their present position five years or less because of promotion and re= 
tirement policies within extension and the need for personnel with 
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doctorate degrees to fill these position.so Indica.t:itQnS from this saxnple 
are that the personnel in the positions of director, home economics 
leader and federal positions tend to be in their position five years or 
less; whereas, personnel in positions of supervisor and training leader 
tend to be in their position more than five yearso 
TABLE V 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS IN EXTENSION TEN YEARS OR MORE AND IN PRESENT 
POSITION FIVE YEARS OR LESS BY.TYPE POSITION FOR THE RESPONDENTS 
TYPE POSITION (State) Tot.al In Extension Ten Years or More 
and in Pres~nt Pos:!'.tion 
Five Years or Less 
--------------~---------------· -· -Number Number Percent 
Directors 10 4 40 
Home Economics Leaders 9 4 44 
Supervisors 18 5 28 
Training Specialists 12 4 33 
Federal Positions 9 5 56 
TOTAL 58 22 36 
Section Two~ Ratings of Competences 
The ratings of the competences of a home economist in extension as 
a' program organizer from Section Two of the rating instrument were 
summarized and the findings are presented in Table Vlo Fiire types of 
responses were made by the respondentso Interpretations of the responses 
are that ~ importa'!E. inferred that the respondents believed the 
competence most essential and that.the extent to which the cQ>mpetence 
wa.s present was directly related to the success of the programo Im= 
portant to mean that the respondents believed the competence was 
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desirable and needed to improve the program. Could J?!. i!J)Orta!!:,_ to mean 
that the respondents did not believe the competence had been fully accept-
ed in program development but that it could contribute to the effective• 
ness of the program development. !2. co11111ent indicated that the respond .. 
ent believed that the competence might be considered or had not thought 
about the competen~e. 
The majority of the state respondents (ranging from 100Q62%), 
federal respondents (ranging from 100-76%) and the combined group of 
respondents (ranging from 100-62%) rated each of the statements as 
!!5?!i important or important thus supporting the state•ents as being 
needed competences for home economist in extension as a program organizero 
The next largest percentage of ratings were in the could!!_ important 
category, yet none of these ratings were above thirty0 thre~ percent of 
the total responses for any one of the statements of competenceso No 
statement received a rating for less than important by more than one 
fourth of the respondents. 
The analysis of findings in Table VI reflected a very close rela0 
tionship in the percentage of the state and federal groups making 
similar responses. In view of the number of respondents in each group, 
the differences was quite low. The greatest differences were the 
differences for Function D, Evaluating the Program. A larger percentage 
of the federal respondents consistently rated all the evaluation state 0 
ments of competences as being !!2!E, important; whereas, the state re-
spondents tended to rate the statements as important. This could be 
accounted for by the fact that federal personnel specialize in the area 
of program evaluation more than do state personnel. 
TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS OF THE COMPETENCES OF HOME ECQN0l,f!ST IN EXTENSION 
AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER FOR. STATE (49) A~D FEDERAL (9) RESPONDENTS 
Statemen_ts tl Competences -- ....... . Rati~g~ ii Bel,i.efs Regarding !!£.!! Competence 
A., Function: Identiffi!!& the erogram Most Could be Not No 
Imoortant Imoortant Im1>ortant Imnortant Comment 
.# % 
·* % 
,. % :f} % :fl, % 
(1) Know and relate local, State 35 71 12 25 2 4 0 0 0 0 
state, national situation Federal 7 80 2 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 42 73 14 24 2 3 0 0 0 0 
(2) Involve and assist ~tate 38 78 9 18 2 4 0 0 0 0 
c Uent;:e1e in ident·ifying F~deral 7 80 2 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eroblems an.d-~oals _Total 45 78 11 19 2 3 0 0 0 0 
(3) Cooperate and coordinate ~tate 24 50 19 38 2 4 3 6 1 2 
with personnel F~deral 5 56 3 33 l 11 0 0 0 0 
.. Total 29 50 22 38 3 5 3 5 2 2 
(4) Consi~er relationship of ~tate 15 31 25 51 9 18 0 0 0 0 
program to other educational Federal 3 33 6 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 
programs .Total 18 32 31 53 9 15 0 0 0 0 
(5) Base identifying process ~tate 27 55 22 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 
on problem solving approach Federal 8 89 1 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. Total 35 60 23 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6) ·use materials and ~tate 15 30 28 57 5 11 l 2 0 0 
resou~ces in program Federal 1 12 4 44 4 44 0 0 0 0 
develooment .. Total 16 28 32 55 9 15 1 2 0 0 
(7) Under~tand, use group ~tate 21 43 22 45 6 12 0 0 0 0 
dynamics in workir.;g with Federal 5 56 1 11 3 33 0 0 0 0 
clientele _Total 26 45 23 40 9 15 0 0 0 0 
Bo Function: !:tanning the Program 
(1) Interpret situations, State 32 65 15 31 2 4 0 0 0 0 
prc,bl~ms, goals to m.ore specif it Federal 8 89 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
obiect::ives Total 40 69 16 28 2 3 0 0 0 0 
V, 
°' 
TABLE VI O (Continued) 
Most 
Imoortant Imoortant 
. if % 1ft % 
(2) Seek resources, materials, State 39 80 9 18 
people, methods to assist-for Federal 8 89 1 11 
solvine: problems .Total 47 81 10 17 
(3) Be responsible content State 17 35 19 39 
from-extension Federal 2 22 4 45 
Total 19 33 23 40 
(4) Seek to provide needed $tate 11 23 29 59 
~esou;ces not provided by Federal 4 44 4 44 
extension Total l.5 26 33 56 
(5) Interpret clientele needs $tate 27 56 18 36 
to ... resource personnel Federal 5 56 4 44 
Total 32 55 22 38 
(6) Provide agencies information $tate 12 25 29 59 
to help agencies work with Federal 2 22 6 67 
clientele Total 14 24 35 60 
(7) Determine, coordinate $iate 18 37 18 37 
program -with extension Federal 4 45 3 33 
personnel .Total 22 38 21 36 
(8) Prepare a program plan ~tate 24 50 22 44 
9f ,. wo;k { long range and Federal 5 56 4 44 
annual) ... Total 29 50 26 45 
{9) Recognize relationship $tate 27 56 21 42 
oLcl~entele needs, content Federal 6 67 3 33 
and learning tpeory Total 33 57 24 41 
Co Function: ImElementin,a the Erosra.!!! 
(1) 'Make detail arrangements,. State 1.5 31 24 49 
plansfor. segments of program Federal .3 33 4 45 
Total 18 31 28 48 
Could be 
Important 
1; % 
l 2 
0 0 
1 2 
6 16 
l 11 
9 15 
4 8 
l 12 
5 9 
4 8 
0 0 
4 7 
8 16 
l 11 
9 16 
8 16 
2 22 
10 '17 
3 6 
0 0 
3 5 
1 2 
0 0 
1 2 
10 20 
2 22 
I 12 21 
Not 
Important 
4J % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
3 6 
0 0 
3 5 
4 8 
0 0 
4 7 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 8 
0 0 
4 7 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
No 
Comment 
jf % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 4 
2 22 
4 7 
1 2 
0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
,0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 i O 0 , __ Q__Q_ 
VI 
"'-i 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Most 
Imoortant 
> {ft % 
(2) Make adjustments in State 23 47 
program as needed Federal 6 67 
.Total 29 50 
(3) Coordinate schedules with $tate 12 25 
clientele, extension personnel Federal 5 56 
concerned Total 17 29 
(4) Speical corrdination of $tate 16 33 
arrangements with other Federal 4 44 
educational agencies Total 20 34 
(5) Allocate resources with $tate 32 56 
priority to the determined Federal 6 67 
pro~ram .Total 38 66 
D. Function: Evaluatina the erogram 
(1) Estanlish, organize State 32 65 
evaluative criteria in relao Federal 7 78 
tion to objectives .Total 39 67 
(2) Involve clientele, $tate 18 36 
personnel in evaluating Federal 6 67 
for _Ero~ram !:.,1!!E,Fovement _ Total 24 41 
(3) Share evaluation $tate 7 14 
findings with other Federal 2 22 
~ducati?~ 1 a_g~es .Total 9 15 
(4) Arrange special State I 10 20 
evaluative assistance Federal 4 44 
needed .Total 14 24 
(5) Use evaluation to State 30 61 
adjust, leave out, change, Federal 5 56 
~1{.f!~d progE_am .. Total -11..~ 60 . 
Could be 
Imp,,:rtant: Important. 
:fJ: % # % 
22 45 4 8 
3 33 0 0 
25 43 4 7 
30 61 7 14 
4 44 0 0 
34 59 7 12 
26 53 7 14 
4 44 l 12 
30 52 8 14 
13 27 3 6 
1 11 1 11 
14 24 4 7 
17 35 0 0 
2 22 0 0 
19 33 0 0 
26 54 5 10 
2 22 l 11 
28 48 6 11 
23 48 18 36. ··-
4 45 1 11 
27 47 19 33 
28 57 11 23 
5 56 0 0 
33 57 11 19 
19 39 0 0 
4 44 0 0 
23 40 0 0 
Not No 
Important Comment 
1J % {ft % 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 r-2--
0 0 1 11 
0 0 ~ 3 ~ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
o~-H+ 0 0 . 0 0 
,_..,..T 2 o o 
2 22 I o o 
3 5 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0-
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-
V, 
Ct) 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
. , -
Most 
Important Important 
- -
-
- {f: % - ' :fl % 
(6) Use evaluation to State 10 21 31 63 
assis~ with making F~deral 4 44 4 44 
requested reports _Total 14 24 35 60 
Could be Not 
Important Imoortant 
.I % ' # % 
7 14 1 2 
1 12 0 0 
8 14 l 2 
·--
No 
Comment 
:fl: % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
V1 
'° 
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ln Function A, Identifying the Program, eighty percent or more of 
the total group of respondents rated~ i_!llPortant or !~portant the 
statements (Number 1, 2, 3 and 5) that emphasized knowing the local 
situation, involving clientele in identifying problems and goalss 
cooperating and ~oordinating with other extension personnel and basing 
the identifying process on the problem solving process., In contrast the 
statements (Number 4, 6 and 7) rated as !!!2,!! imeortant by almost oneg 
fourth of the total group of respondents stressed relationships to other 
educational programs, use of materials and resources in program develop 0 
ment and understanding and using group dynamics.in working with clienteleo 
One majQr difference in responses for state and federal respondents was 
statement five, "basing the identifying process on the problem solving 
processo" Eight of the nine in the federal group rated it as!!!.<!.!!:_ 
important; whereas, only half of the state group rated it~ i!eortanto 
This difference probably exist because federal personnel all represent 
specific program development responsibilities. In contrast, the state 
respondents represent responsibilities for administration, supervision 
and training as well as program development areas of worko 
For Function B, Planning the P~ogram, seventy percent or more of 
the total group of respondents rated as~ important and importan~ 
statements (Number 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9). These statements concerned 
specific responsibilities of interpreting the situation, problems and 
goals into specific goals; seeking resources; interpreting extension 
objectives and goals; preparing a plan of work and recognizing the re"' 
lationship of clientele needs to content and learning theoryo The 
statements (Number 3, 4, 6 and 7) rated as~ import~nt by almost 
one=fourth of the total group of respondents featured being responsible 
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for the content from extension, seeking to provide needed re.sources not 
provided by_extension, providing agencies information~ and determining 
and coordinating the program with exte~sion personnelo The main dif~ 
ference in these two groupings of statements is that the statements not 
rated by almost one-fourth of the total group of respondents as!!!!!!, 
important emphasize relationships, coordination and use of resources 
with other educators. The statements rated !!!?.!!, important or i!!Por.ta,!t 
by seventy percent of the total group of respondents were primarily 
specific job responsibilities incorporated in doing an extension plan 
of work., 
A contrast with the responses in ·Function Band Function A is that 
for eight of the nine statements in Functi~n Ba rather large number of 
respondents indicated the competences could!?.!, importanto Evidently 
the respondents did not identify these competences as being fully 
accepted in program development. 
The highest percentage of the total group of respondents, eightyg 
five percent or more, rated the statements in Function C, Implementing 
the Program as !!2!E, important or important. One exception was that 
statement number one concerning making detail arrangements and plans 
was not rated as !!2.!! important or !!5?ortant by one-fourth of the total 
group. The high percentage of~ important and important ratings 
indicated that respondents felt the action part of doing the program 
was most vital probably because they are more secure in these areas of 
work. The three statements (Number 1, 3 and 4) that concerned detail 
arrangements and plans, coordinating schedules with clientele and 
extension perspnnel, and coordinating arrangements with other education ... 
al agencies were rated as ·ntost important by almost one ... fourth of the 
-----
total group of the respon.dents. These st,atement:s st:ne$S sim:HBr kLr,id!B 
of abilities as the statements in Functions A and B that were rated &s 
~ important by almost one=fourth of the total group of r,~spond~1!1itSo 
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The lowest percentage of the total group of respond\entss, si:J1:t:9·,,, 
five percent or more, rated the Function Da Evaluating the Pr@gr~m, 
statements as ~ important, and iq,o_rtanto Four of the six sta,,tement:s 
(Number 2 9 3, 4 and 6) were rated as™ unport;ant by almost one= 
fourth of the total gr~up of respondents~ Yet a fairly large numbe~ 
indicated they c~uld be imRortanto The fact that all of the respondents 
rated only two statements (Number 1 and 5) m<?st important
0 
and import,,nit 
indicates that the respondents are not completely sure of the place of 
the competences in program development. 
The statements in Table VII that the total group of respondents do 
not believe !!?.!l important tended to be areas that are especially wit,d 
to program organizer abilities.. All of the statements were focused on 
program organizer competences but some were specif:i.;;:ally aimed at 
emphasizing program organizer competences or could be listed as high 
priority for the competences .. These were statements related to :Ie 0 
lationships, to work with other educational programs 9 use of resources~ 
coordination with other professional workers, to making deta.U airrange 0 
ments and plans, and to sharing of evaluation findings. These ~.t.~t,\'!. 0 
ments refer to specific skills of arranging, coordinating and expanding 
an educational program within extension program developmen.to Key words· 
or common threads in these competences statements were relationships t@ 
other programs; use of resources; involvement of clientele; work with 
other agencies and coordination with other professional work1:rso 
TABLE VII 
COMPETENCES RATED AS MOST IMPORTANT BY ALMOST 
ONE.,;FOURTH.OF THE 58.RESPONDENTS 
- .. - .. .. Most Could be .. .., . 
.. . 
A. Function: Identif?ing the erogram Important Imoortant Important 
,. 
(4Y · Consider relationship of pro- Number 18 31 9 
gram to other educational programs Percent 32 53 15 
(6r Use materials and resources Number 16 32 9 
in."program development Percent 28 55 15 
(7) Understand, use group dynamics ff.umber 26 23 9 
in.workin2 with clientele Percent 45 40 15 
B. Function: Planning the erogram 
(3) Be responsible content from Number 19 23 9 
extension Percent 33 40 15 
(4) Seek to provide needed re• Number 15 33 - 5 
sources not orovided bv extension Per.cent 26 56 9 
(6) Provide agencies information Number 14 35 9 
to. help agencies work=-with clientele Percent 24 60 16 
(7) Determine coordinate program Number 22 21 10 
with extension personnel Percent 38 36 17 
C. Funct:lon: Imelementing the erogram 
--
(1) Make detail arrangements, Number 18 28 12 
plans for sef!ments of proszram Percent 31 48 21 
(3) ·coordinate schedules with 
clien~ele; extension personnel Number 17 34 7 
concerned Percent 29 59 12 
(4) Special coordination of 
arra~gements with other educational Number 20 30 8 
a2encles Percent 34 52 14 
Not 
Important 
0 
0 
l 
2 
0 
0 
3 
5 
4 
7 
0 
0 
4 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
No 
Comment 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
7 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
-
0 
0 
0 
0 
°' w 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
" .. 
"" 
•. 
Most 
Do Function: Evaluating the erogram Important 
-
(2) Involve.clientele, personnel Numbe·r· 24 
in evaluating for program im- Percent 41 
ptovement 
(3) Share evaluation findings Number 9 
with other educational agencies Percent 15 
(4)- Arrange special evaluative Number 14 
assistance needed Percent 24 
(6) · Use evaluation to assist --with ~umber 14 
makin.2 requestedreports - Percent 24 
Could be 
Imoortant Important 
28 6 
48 11. 
27 19 
47 33 
33 11 
57 19· 
35 8 
60 14 
Not 
Important 
0 
0 
3 
5 
0 
0 
1 
2 
. No 
Comment 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
°' ~
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There were no definite patterns in the percentage of the total 
group of respondents who rated the statements as ~!Port!!!! or co~~d £! 
importanto In general less than one~fourth of the group rated the state<> 
ments as could be importaf$o Hence, it appears that since approximately 
fifty percent of the total group of respondents rated the competences 
a.s important that lack of understanding and appreciation of the meani.ng 
of the competences statements that specifically emphasized program or 0 
ganizer abilities may be one of the reasons the respondents did not rate 
these competences statem~nts as~ tmportanto The competences state= 
ments that fifty percent of the total group of respondents rated as 
!!?!! important were in areas more familiar to extension personnel as 
responsibilities that were definitely extension jobs and did not involve 
relationships, resources and coordination with other educational agencies 
or personnelQ These competences statements were also areas in which the 
respondents employed twenty or more years would have received inservice 
training. 
Tabulations were made of the ratings for each of the state posi= 
tionso The limited number of respondents in each position may account 
for no definite pattern in the results. But, in general, there was a 
marked consistency in the ratings regardless of positiono Supervisors 
I 
tended to be more consistent in ratings; whereas, other positions had 
a wider range of beliefs from !!!2!.! i!DPortant to~ important. This is 
probably true because the job descriptions of supervisors have stated 
the responsibility for developing and balancing the four functions of 
extension program development ·~ identifying, planningj) implementing and 
evaluating an educational program.· Whereas, job descriptions for per= 
sonnel in other positions may tend to emphasize one of the functions 
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more than the otherso F@r example~ training personnel tend to emphasize 
evaluation because evaluation is a special assigmneut in most of the job 
descriptions for training positionso 
A consistency tabulation was made of responses to the competences 
statements by stateso For each of the statements there was a wide 
variation of responses by states and by positions within the stateso 
Three states tended to show more agreement by personnel in all position.so 
These results might be accounted for by various types of administration 
for extension home economics programs worko 
The ratings for the thirty-three respondents who had been in ex ... 
tension twenty years or more and the twenty respondents who had been 
in extension less than twenty years were compared in Table !III. The 
ratings of these two groups we.re investigated to see if there were any 
marked differences in th' rating responses of the two groups because 
of the number of years.11'.1 ex~~nsion. The findings show tha~ approximate-
;.,. .. , .. ;, 
ly three 0 fourths of b~th,gJ:"oups consistently rated the competences as 
, '(i, · ... I. .•,; 
~ important or important .. There is a slight trend that the group in 
extension twenty years or more had more definite beliefs about the 
competence stateme.nts 9eittg most important. But from the analysis of 
the data, it apP,ears that the number of years in extension does not·· 
make a marked difference in the beliefs ~f the respondents about the 
competences of a program organizero One difference is evident in the 
degree of~ important and lJ!POrtant for item number three in Function 
A9 Identifying the Programo Two thirds of the respondents in extension 
twenty yearl'5 or more believed that item three, cooperating with all 
' 
extension personnel was !!!2.ll, i!J>Ortant; whereas, only one third of the 
responde11ts in extension less that twenty years considered it mos,1 
TABLE VIII 
RESPONDENTS (33) IN EXTENSION 20 YEARS OR MORE AND 
RESPONDENTS. ( 20) JN rqcTENSION LESS THAN 20 YEARS 
Statements 2£. Competences gating£! Beliefs Regarding Each Competence 
Most Could be Not No 
Ao Function: Identifying the 2rogram Important Important Important Important Comment 
. 1! % . {! % fj % . :/ft % :/ft % (1) - Know and relate local, 20 plus 24 73 8 24 1 3 0 0 0 0 
state~ national situation Less 20 14 70 5 25 1 5 0 0 0 0 
(2) Involve and assist clientele -?O plus 26 79 5 15 2 6 0 0 0 0 
;Ln.identifyins:t problems and goals Less 20 14 70 6 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) Cooperate coordinate 20 plus 21 64 11 33 0 0 0 0 1 .3 
with personnel Less 20 6 30 11 55 3 15 0 0 0 0 
(4) Consider relationship of 
" progr~ to other educational 20 plus 9 27 16 49 8 24 0 0 0 0 
pro2rarns Less 20 4 20 14 10 
.. 
2 10 0 0 0 0 
(5) Base identifying process on 20 plus 23 70 10 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 
problem solving approach Less 20 10 50 10 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6) Use materials and resources 20 plus 9 27 20 61 4 12 0 0 0 0 
irt.PrO~ram development: Less 20 3 15 12 60 4 20 1 5 0 0 
(7) Understand, use group 20 plus 16 49 12 42 3 9 0 0 0 0 
dvnamic-s in workin~ with clientele Less 20 8 40 7 35 5 25 0 0 0 0 
.,. 
Bo Function: Planning the erogram 
•.. (1) Interpret situations, problems 20 plus 23 70 9 27 1 3 0 0 0 0 
soals.to mere s12ecific objectives Less 20 13 65 6 30 1 5 0 0 I 0 0 
(2) Seek resources, materia~s, .. 
pe9pl~, methods for solving 20 plus 29 88 3 9 l 3 0 0 0 0 
problems Less 20 16 80 4 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) ]3e responsible content from 20 plus 12 36 12 36 5 16 0 0 4 12 
extension Less 20 5 25 11 55 , 4 20 ! 0 0 0 0 a, 
..... 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
. , .. ~ 
"' 
Most 
Imoortant. 
.# % (4) Seek to provide needed re0 20 plus 10 30 
sources not r,rovided bv ·extension Less 20 3 15 Zs> Interpret objectives, clientele 20 plus 17. 52 
p,e~ds .. to resource personnel Less 20 10 50 
(6) Provide agencies information io plus 7 21 
to·;·help ae:encies work with clientele Less 20 1 5 
(7)" Determine, coordinate pro- ~o plus 15 46 
e:ram with extension personnel Less 20 6 30 
{8) Prepare a program plan of work 20 plus 17 52 
Oon:e: ra112e and annual) Less 20 6 30 
.(9) Recognize relatioRship of 
-
cUentele needs, con-te~ and 20 plus 21 64 
leiirni112 _ theo.x:y 
. --· Less.20 11 55 
............ 
. 
Co Function: :Implementi~s the 2r!jram-
-
(1) Make detail arrangements, 20 plus 10 31 
Plans for semnent·s of program Less 20 5 25 
(2) Make adjustments in program 20 plus 15 45. 
as .:needed · Less 20 9 45 
(3) Coordinate schedules with 
cli,en~ele, extension personnel 20 plus 10 30 
concerned - . Less;20 6 30 
(4) Special coordination arrange .. 
" 
lllE!J!ts· _with other educational 20 plus 10 30 
aaencies Les$ 20 6 30 
(5) · Allocate resources, with 20 plus 19 58 
f_~i_ority ,to .the _determined .,pro2ram .Less 20 14 70 
Could be 
Imoortant Important 
.I % . I % 
20 61 2 6 
13 65 4 20 
11 33 5 15 
10 50 0 o· 
23 70 J -9 
14 70 5 25 
12 36 .S 15 
7 35 6 30 
14 42 2 6 
13 65 1 5 
10 30 2 6 
9 45 0 0 
17 52 5 15 
12 60 3 15 
16 49 2 6 
9 45 2 10 
21 64 2 6 
9 45 5 25 
18 55 5 15 
12 60 2 10 
11 33 2 6 
3 15 2 10 
Not 
Imoortant 
.I % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 o-·· 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 5 
-0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
No 
Comment 
# ·,% 
1 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
l -,--
l 5 
0, 
Q) 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Most 
D. Function: Evaluating the erogram Imoortant Imoortant 
. :fl: % I % 
(1) -Establish, organize evaluative 20 plus 24 73 9 27 
criteria in relation to obiectives .. Less 20 10 50 10 50 
(2) Involve clientele, -personnel . 
1-tL eve.luating for program improve .. 20 plus 16 48.5 16 48o5 
ment Less 20 6 30 13 65 
(3) Share evaluation findings with 20 plus 6 18 
-
16 49 
other educational a2encies LeS8 20 l 5 12 60 
-C4) Arrange special evaluative , •. 20 plus 8 24 17 52 
assistance needed Less 20 4 20 13 65 
(5) Use evaluation to adjust, • •I 
leave __ out, change, expand the 20 plus 21 64 12 36 
prcniram Less 20 .-11 55 9 45 
(6) Use·evaluation to assist 20 plus 7 21 20 61 
with reQuested reports Less 20 5 25 12 60 
Could b~ 
Impqrtaq.t 
I % 
0 0 
0 0 
1 3 
1 5 
11 33 
5 25 
8 ·24 
3 15 
0 0 
0 0 
5 15 
3 15 
Not 
lmnortant 
I % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
·o 0 
0 0 ' 
O· 0 
0 0 
0 0 
l 3 
0 0 
No 
Comment 
41 % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
er, 
>£) 
imeortanto This trend may indicate that the respondents in extension 
twettty years or more have had more experience and success in working 
with other extension workerso 
Section Three O Additional Competences and Suggestions 
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All respondents, both state and federal, made responses in Section 
' 
Three, additional competences and suggestionso Criteria formulated for 
considering the additional competences and su$gestions were based on 
the numb•r of responses concerning the same competences or suggestion, 
the type position that emphasized the competence or suggestion, the 
'trttnd of. a state group in respons~s o.n programming and the judgment of 
I 
the researcher that the competence or suggestion was not already covered 
in given statem.entso The criteria were: 
lo The competence or suggestion was made consistently by more than 
ten percent of the group or by at least six respondentso This 
criterion was used because this percentage of responses would 
tend to emphasize an .area that might not bei~cluded in present 
competenceso At least six responses would tend to eliminate 
areas that were special interests of the various respondentso 
2o The competence or suggestion was emphasized by supervisors or 
was not emphasized by themo Supervisors have described in their 
job descriptions overall responsibility for extension program 
developmento Hencej the emphasis or lack of emphasis by super~ 
visors on a competence or suggestion were weighed more heavily 
than other type positions in deciding if additional suggestions 
would be includedo 
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3o In decisions that were conflicting or debatable, state responses 
were considered over federal responses.. State responses were 
considered more seriously than federal responses since there 
were more state respondents than federal respondents and beg 
cause state respondents work more closely with the local pro-
gram development proce8s than do federal respondentso 
4. The trend of a state group was considered more important than 
individual responses in that state. Often one or more of the 
respondents from a state might have a special competence to 
support. Hence, the state trend was considered more important 
for a broad view of the responses. 
5. Responses from states that emphasize local programming decisions 
were considered more than responses from states that emphasize 
state oriented program decisions. All of the statements of 
competences used related to local programming decisionso 
6. The additional competence or suggestion was in the judgment of 
the researcher based on the analysis of data already adequl!tely 
cevered in the given statements of competenceso In the opinion 
of the researcher many of the suggestions or additio~s were not 
statements of difference but explanations and restatements of 
competences already statedo 
The majority of the additional competences suggested were related 
to clarification of the competence of a program organizer in carrying 
out the competenceso These were: 
Competence in establishing situation 
Colll{)etence in keeping groups info:rt'med 
Competence in balancing or managing the four functions 
Competence in being creath·e for needs 
Competence in understanding resources 
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Competence in teaching 
gompetence in basic tmde:rstanding of program development 
gompetence in areas of responsibility 
These competences were not added t.o the listing of statements because 
ten percent of the respondents did not suggest themQ 
The responses in the suggestions mainly emphasized and supported the 
beliefs of the respondents that the competences as a program organizer 
were needed for extension personnel. Ten percent of the respondents 
felt that the terms all and content needed clarifying in the statementso 
These terms were further clarified in preparing the statements of comQ 
petences for use in the evaluation instrument. Only two respondents 
questioned the meaning of program organizer competences. 
The suggestions made consistently by more than ten percent of the 
group or by at least six responses were summarized as follows: 
1. All of the competences are most important and failure in any 
of these abilities could seriously hamper the overall exteng 
sion program. processo 
2. An overall coordinating and balancing of the program functions 
are needed through good management. 
3o The ability to involve people ~nd work with and through people 
in a leaderships role is implied in all of these competenceso 
Summary 
The statements of competences of a home economist in extension as 
a program organizer were formulated by the researcher from a review of 
literature in extension and developed in relation to the responsibility 
of extension program. development to identify, plan, implement and 
evaluate an educational programo Specific abilities stressed in the 
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statements were skills of relationships with other agencies and educ.a ... 
tors, use of resources, cooperation and coordination of work, arrangeQ 
ment and mangement of work responsibilitieso The statements of com-
petences for the preparation of the rating instrument were constructed 
from a review and study by the writer of the educational function of ex~ 
tension in continuing education, of program development and inserviee 
educational materials of extension and of job descriptions. and standards 
of performa.nce schedules for all extension employeeso 
Representative Cooperative Extension Service personnel in the state 
of Oklahoma assisted with pretesting the rating instrumento These per-
sonnel were considered representative of the state and federal leaders 
in extension selected to respond to the rating instrumento Criteria 
developed and reviewed by the federal training and staff development 
specialist were used in selecting the leaders in extension. Factors in 
the criteria for state and federal leaders were place of home economics 
personnel in supervision, in programs and training and in administrationo 
SixtyQfour instruments were mailed to the selected state and federal 
leaders and ninety 0 one percent of the returned instruments were useable 
for tabulationo The sample of selected leaders included fortyQnine 
personnel from ten states and nine personnel from the federal officeo 
Over half of the total group of leaders in extension had been employed 
in extension twenty or more years and two thirds of the total group of 
leaders had been in their present position ten years or less. 
TwentyQseven competences statements were rated by the leaders in 
extension. The majority of the respondents rated all of the statements 
as most important or important thus supporting the statements as being 
essential competences for a home economist in extension as a program 
organizer. Other ratings, in all ca.s,es less than one th!rd.j were in the 
categories of could E.2, iny,orta~, ~ inwortant:.w and !£. co~went,, All 
statements of competences were aimed at program organizer abilities but 
some statements stressed these abilities more tha.n otherso Key words 
in these statements were relationships, :resources~ involvement, coopera= 
tion, coordination, arrangements and sharing of responsibilities .. There 
were fourteen of these statements that were not rated as most importa~t 
by fifty percent of the federal and state respondentso 
The responses given by the state and federal personnel were similar 
regardless of position of the leaders. The responses of supervisors were 
more nearly uniform. Additional competences and suggestions from the 
respondents helped to clarify and support the statements of competences. 
Consideration of additional suggestions and competences was based on a 
criteria formulated by the researcher. This criteria showed that no 
major changes were needed in the statements of competenceso 
The data from the rating instruments supported the statements of 
competences of a home economist in extension as a program organizer as 
being~ important or important. The statements of competences rated 
as~ important by almost one .. fourth of the total group of respondents 
were in competence areas that this investigator considered essential 
for program organizer competences. Hence these results seem to 
suggest the need for inservice education to further develop these com= 
petences. Findings from the additional competences and suggestions in 
(Section Three) show that most of the respondents agreed with the 
selection of the competences of a home economist in extension as a 
program organizer. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMIST 
IN EXTENSION AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
Development of The Evaluation Instrument 
The statements of competences of a home economist in extension as 
a program organizer that were identified by the selected leaders in ex0 
tension through a rating instrument as being!!!!! important or important 
were used in the development of the evaluation instrument. The purpose 
of the evaluation instrument was to provide a means whereby home econo0 
mists in extension, and their respective district supervisors, could 
appraise the degree to which they believed agents possessed the com .. 
petences of a program organizer. The main difference in the evaluation 
instrument and the rating instrument was that the respondents were asked 
to evaluate the degree to which they believed home economists in ex .. 
tension now had the abilities and skills of a program organizer as 
stated in the competences of a program organizer statementso 
To assist in developing the eva.luation scale the researcher re= 
viewed existing extension home economics agent job descriptions and peii:· 0 
formance reviews as a basis for preparing the scale for evaluating the 
performance for each competence statement. A review was made of per= 
formance evaluative mat~rials used by Texas, Virginia, Indiana, Ohio, 
Oklahoma and Florida. All of these states had similar scales in that 
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job performances are evaluated on areas of accomplishment in planning 
and programming, in evidence of educational work, relationships and 
public relations, office management and professional improvemento These 
performances often are the end result of many skills and abilities which 
are included in the competences as a program organizero 
All of the extension performance evaluation instruments reviewed 
used some type of graphic scale from absent or not acceptable to very 
outstanding perf~rmance, with a numerical score for each section of the 
graph or scaleo As a result of the review and study of existing ex0 
tension performance evaluation instruments, the researcher developed 
the following instructions and rating scale for respondents to evaluate 
the competences of home economists in extension as a program organizero 
ln the evaluation section, the respondent was asked, "Please check your 
beliefs regarding each competence in view of what you consider to be 
your present performance and your needs for inservice education to im0 
prove your performance in providing an educational program for exten~ 
sion clientele.,n 
Place a check by the number: 
lo If you believe that your performance is absent or not 
acceptable .. 
2o If you believe that your performance is below a 
desired standard .. 
3 .. If you believe that your performance is acceptable 
but could be improved .. 
4. If you believe your performance is average and 
acceptable but not outstanding. 
5 .. If you believe your performance is above average .. 
60 If you believe your performance is outstandingo 
1o If you ~elieve your performance is very outstanding. 
One and two represented a low level of performance, three and four an 
average level of performance and five to seven a high level of perQ 
formanceo 
Pretesting the Instrument 
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The instrument for evaluating the competences of a home economist 
in extension as a program organizer was prepared for pretesting with 
respresentative county home economists in extension in the state of 
Oklahoma. The Director of Extension in Oklahoma, the State Home Demon~ 
stration Agent and the two district supervisors of one extension district 
reviewed the instrument and selected the twelve representative county 
home economists in extension to receive the instrument for pretesting. 
The State Home Demonstration Agent mailed a letter to these agents 
notifying them they would be receiving the instrument and letter of 
instruction directly from .the. researche:,:. This letter is in Appendix Bo 
Twelve Oklahoma county home economists in extension were sent by 
mail a letter, an explanation sheet and a copy of the instruntento The 
twelve instruments were returned. The responses were tabulated and the 
findings indicated that the instrument was understandable by agents and 
would provide one means of appraising the beliefs of the agents regarding 
their performance for each competence statement .. No major changes in 
format or wording were suggested by the respondentso 
Selection of Florida Personnel and Procedure 
The researcher in correspondence with the Florida Extension 
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Director received permission for all County Extension Home Economics 
Agents to participate in the evaluation studye The two district super= 
vi.sors of each of these agents were also asked to participate in the 
studyo The evaluation instrument, letter of explanation and letter from 
the Extension Director to all county participants were reviewed with the 
six district supervisors before being mailed to county personnelo 
The evaluation instrument that w~s mailed to the Florida county 
personnel requested three kinds of information& Section One included 
general information concerning the preservice training of the partici= 
pant and the work of the participant ~n extension. Section Two was the 
evaluation for the competences of a home economist in extension as a 
program organizer. This section contained the statements of competence 
and the evaluation scale regarding each competenceo Section Three 
requested that the participant write in any suggestions and comments 
concerning the competences as related to the improvement of exten.sion 
programs. 
Collection of Data 
Letters and the instrument in Appendix B were mailed to the county 
extension home economics personnelo Three weeks later a letter was 
mailed to participants who had not returned the instrument. Fifty0 two 
instruments were mailed and fiftyotwo (100 percent) were returned. 
All of the instruments received were useable for tabulationo Four 
county extension home economics positions were vacant at the time the 
study was made and evaluation instruments were not mailed to these 
counties. 
'· At the same time County Extension Home Economics Agents in F'lorida 
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were asked to respond to the instrument, their two respective district 
extension supervisors were asked to make a combined evaluation for each 
agent in section two, the evaluati•1>n of compete.nceso This meant that 
the two supervisors of each agent have one evaluation score for the per= 
formance of an agent on each of the statements of competenceso A meet~ 
ing was held with the six supervisors at which time the study to date 
was reviewed and explained and the supervisors received copies of the 
instruments for their respective districtso 
I 
Analysis of Data 
The tabulations of data in this part of the study was done by the 
researcher by hand tabulation and the use of descriptive statistics to 
analyze the findingso The accuracy of the hand tabulations was checked 
twice by the researcher and a com~etent secretary checked the figures 
once by hand tabulation and once by machine calculationo Compilations 
were made for each of the three sections of the evaluation instrumento 
The results for section two, the evaluation scale, were summarized and 
presented for the agents, supervisors and as a composite of the agents 
and .supervisors average scores. 
Section One O General Information 
The data in Table IX of the number of years in extension and number 
of years in present position revealed that ninety percent of the re 0 
spondents had been employed in extension twenty years or less with forty~ 
one percent of this group being in extension ten years or lesso Of the 
respondents, only one had been in h~;r present position more that twenty 
years and seventy .. five percent• had been in their present position ten 
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years or less. County Extension Home Economics Agents in Florida had 
not changed positions from A.ssistant County Extension Home Economics 
Agent or to County Extension Home Economics.Agent in another county but 
had remained in the same County Extension Home Economics Agent position 
since employmento The higher percentage seventy0 five percent of the 
respondents being in present position ten yea:rs or less would be mainly 
du~ to promotion from assistant to agent in the same countyo The findg 
ings in these data also indicated that the agents had not left their 
extension employment for other employment or to return to school for 
further graduate education. 
'!ABLE IX 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN EXTENSION AND NUMBER OF YEARS IN 
PRESENT POSITION BY (52) COUNTY RESPONDENTS 
Number of No 
Years 1 ... 10 11 .. .2.9 21,.,30 Respol!se 
In Extension 
In Present 
Position 
Number 21 25 6 
Percent 41 49 10 
Number 39 12 1 
Percent 75 23 2 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF EX'rENSION WORKERS IN 
A. COUN'!Y FOR 52 COUNTIES 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Total 
52 
100 
52 
100 
Number of Workers Per County 
Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Ten+ 
Number ot 
Counties 
Percent 
12 
23 
14 5 
27 10 
5 5 4 4 l 
10 10 7 7 2 
Information on the number of extension workers in a county was 
2 
4 
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summarized in Table Xo Sixty percent of the counties had four or less 
count:y extension pers.onnel employed in the countyo Forty percent of the 
counties had five or more county extension personnel employed in the 
countyo The range of the county personnel was from two to fourteen per 
countyo The counties with the largest staffs were in urban areas with 
cities such as Miami, Tampa, Jacksonville and Orlandoo The number of 
extension workers per county could influence the need and emphasis of 
program organizer competences within a county extension staff and of the 
staff in working with the personnel of other agencies and resourceso 
URBAN 
District 
District 
District 
Total 
RURAL 
TABLE XI 
PERCENT OF COUNTIES URBAN, RURAL NONFARM AND FARM 
BY EXTENSION DISTRICTS FOR 52 COUNTIES 
Percent of County 
16 to 25 26 to 50 151 to 75 75 to 
:fl % ' I % ' II % :fl: 
I 12 23 4 7 3 6 0 
II 2 4 3 6 5 10 6 
Ill 1 2 4 7 8 14 4 
15 29 11 22 16 30 10 
' 
NONFARM 
District I 7 13 9 17 3 6 0 
District II 7 13 7 13 2 4 0 
District III 10 20 6 12 1 2 0 
Total 24 46 .22 42 6 12 0 
FARM 
-District I 7 13 6 12 6 12 0 
District II 12 23 4 7 0 0 0 
District III 14 28 2 4 0 0 l 
Total 33 64 12 23 6 12 1 
100 Total 
% :fJ % 
0 19 37 
12 16 30 
7 17 33 
19 $2 100 
0 19 37 
0 16 10 
0 17 33 
0 52 100 
0 19 37 
0 16 30 
2 17 33 
2 52 100 
The state of Florida is divided into three geographic areas for 
program supervisionso These areas are known as extension districtso 
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The analysis of data for Table Xl revealed that Extension Districts II 
and III were almost completely urban and rural nonfarmo Extension 
District I showed more farm percentage but less than twenty"'f.ive percent 
of that distric::to This district contained counties in North Floricfa,o 
Many of the counties in Districts 11 1 the west coast of Florida, and 
Dht.ri~t III, the east coast of Florida indicated less than three pre"' 
cent of the county as farm area. Urban and rural nonfarm areas usually 
have a concentration of population with problems of people that can 
more successfully be coped with and solved by an extensiqn program that 
involves and uses the resources of many other agencies. Therefore, the 
concentration of population in two of the Florida Extension Distri.ct:s 
tends to emphasize the need for the competences of a program organizer 
for county personne!o 
Forty0 one percent of Florida Extension Home Economics Agents 
graduated from a land~grant institution. The fact that less than 
half of the agents graduated from a state land0 grant institution inQ 
dicates that half of the total group of agents would probably not have 
had an opportunity to take specific extension methods courses in their 
undergraduate programso According to federal research and training 
undergraduate curriculum studies very few institutions other than land0 
grant institutions have courses in extension methods,, A review of the 
preservice training records of the Florida agents in this study revealed 
that the agents who had not attended a land ... grant institution had not 
taken specific courses in extension methods. 
The analy~is of data in Table XII shows that almost three 0 fourths 
of the respondents graduated from a higher educational institution in a 
state other than Florida. This finding tends to indicate that the 
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personnel receiving a.n undergraduate education in a state other than 
Florida probably had to have considerable or:l.entation to the Florida 
situation relating to extension work when employed by the state... These 
out of state personnel would likely not be familiar with Florida climate, 
resources, ethnic groups, business, politics11 industry and public 
serviceso 
TABLE XII 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF ( 52) COUNTY 
EXTENSION HOME ECONOMICS AGENTS IN_ FLORIDA 
TYPE OF INSTITUTION ATTENDED 
State Land0 Grant 
State or Private Liberal Arts 
Teachers College 
Other 
Total 
STATE IN WHICH INSTITUTION WAS LOCATED 
Florida 
Other Southern States 
Other 
YEAR BACHELOR'S DEGREE RECEIVED 
Up to 1945 
1946°55 
1955°1965 
UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR 
Home Economics Education 
Total 
l'otal 
Home Management and Family Economics 
Food and Nutrition 
Clothing and Textiles 
Child Development and Family Relations 
Total 
Number 
21 
22 
5 
4 
52° 
15 
28 
9 
52 
32 
12 
8 
52 
35 
5 
5 
4 
3 
52 
Percent 
41 
42 
10 
7 
100 
29 
54 
17 
100 
61 
23 
16 1oo-
67 
10 
10 
7 
6 
100--
Over half of the respondents received a bachelor's degree prtor to 
1945 when extension home economics programs were emphasizing home 
production and home improvement~ Less than one=fourth of the group of 
respondents received a bachelor's degree during the ten year period 
from 1956 to 1965~ 
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Two=thirds of the group of respondents graduated with a.n under 0 
graduate major in the area of home economics educationo Majors of the 
other one 0 third of the group were home management and family econonrl~s, 
food and nutrition, clothing and textiles, a.n.d child development and 
family relations. These areas of undergraduate study indici.ated that 
the Florida agents had received training mainly in gene:t'al home economics 
areas and in educational methods. But the majority of the agents lack 
extensive training in home mangement, family economics, consumer educa= 
tion and family life education, guidance and counselingo These are the 
fields being emphasized in present day poverty programs designed to 
help families cope with and solve complex home, family, educational and 
socio0 economic problems. Today's emphasis on these broader areas of 
problem solving have indicated a need for undergraduate or graduate 
training of extension workers in areas of sociology, psychology 1 comnuni"' 
ications, group dynamics or interdisciplinary programs in general and 
liberal educaticm rather than :f.n specialization within home economi!Cso 
In summary it can be said that the general information data. about 
the Florida personnel has a direct relationsI,.ip to the competences as a 
program organizer because: 
lo Florida County Extension Home Economics ~ents work with other 
extension personnel in a county to provide an extension ed 0 
ucational program. 
2., Florida County Extension Home Economics Agents work in pre"' 
dominately urban and rural nonfarm c;o"Qntieso 
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3o The majority of the Florida County Extension Home Economics: 
Agents received formal educati on in states ot:her than Flo:dda., 
4o Over half of the Florida Courity Extension Home Economics Agents 
received training in general home economics education rather 
than in specialized fieldso 
5o Florida County Extension Home Economics Agents received formal 
educational trai~.ing before there was much of any emphasis on 
programorganizer capabilitieso 
Section Two O Evaluation of Competences 
Data for the evaluation of the competences of a home economist in 
extension as a program organizer for the fifty .. two Florida County Ex"' 
tension Agents is summarized as responses by agents, responses by the 
six district supervisors for the. respective fifty .. two a.gent positions and 
as the tabulated average score of each agent and her respective super"" 
visorso The average score for each agent position was obtained by 
combining the individual evaluation score reported by the agent and the 
one evaluation score reported by supervisors and dividing by twoo 
The average evaluation score for each agent position for each 
statement of competence was obtained in an effort to correct the halo 
effect and the tendency to underrate competences by the agents and 
extension supervisors. For example, an agent could have consistently 
evaluated herself low on a particular group of competences statements 
and her respective supervisors could have consistently evaluated her 
high on this same group of competences .. In this case an average of the 
low S(COre of a two performance and the high score of a six performance 
might be a more reliable indication of the actual performance of the 
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agent on the particular statements of competenceso In this instance the 
performance score on the particular statement would be au average of 
In most instances in this study there was not a wide variation in 
the evaluation scores of the agents and the.supervisorso But for a few 
c:.ases, the researcher believed that the average score wa,s the better in° 
dicator of the level of ability o.f the agents o,n the statements of 
competences.., This belief is based on the researcher's review of the 
1 
ext<ension performance evaluation materials from six statesQ The 
Florida materials in. particular use the average score of an agent and 
supervisor, on an evaluation item as a better indicator of the actual 
performance of an agent. Since this part of the study was conducted 
• 
with Florida personnel :l.t is beHeved that this average score should 
probably be used for the interpretation of this part of the findingso 
The analysis of data in Table XIII for all functions of home 
E\conomists in extension in identifying, planning, implementing and 
evaluating the program showed a slight tendency for :supervisors to rate 
agents higher than agents rated themselveso Approximately oneQhalf of 
the agents rated themselves as average or slightly above in their peru 
form.a.nee on all of the competence statements. Supervisors tended to 
rate above average. Agents and their supervisors evaluated the per= 
forms.nee of the agent position higher in the statements of competences 
in Function B, Planning the Program, and Function C9 I~plementing the 
Programo These agents and supervisors evaluated the performance of the 
1 Joe No Busby. 11Extension Job Descriptions, Standards of Perform"' 
ance and Performance Review Schedules or State Extension Serviceso 11 
Gainesville, Florida: 19620 (Typed Copy from Training Materials for 
Florida Personnel). 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS OF THE COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMIST 
IN EXTENSION AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER BY COUNTY PERSONNEL 
·_ANO.SUPERVISORS IN FLORIDA FOR. 52 comqTIES 
Statements .2f Competences Evaluation !I, Evaluation Regarding !!£h Competence 
LOW AVERAGE HIGH 
Ao Function: Identifying the program 1 . . 2 3 4 5 6 7 __ 
. .. . # % # % 11 % # % # % # % # % 
(1) ·Know and relate local, *County O O 1 2 11 21 18 34 19 37 l 2 2 4 
f:ltate., national situation ~~upervisor O O 1 2 10 19 11 21 16 31 14 27 0 0 
Avera2e O O O O 5 10 15 29 20 38 12 23 0 0 
(2) · Involve and assist· County 1 2 2 4 13 25 23 44 10 19· 2 4 l 2 
clientele in identifying ~upervisor O O 3 6 13 25 13 25 14 27 8 15 l 2 
problems and 2oals Avera~e O O O O 12 23 18 35 15 29 7 13 0 0 
(3) Cooperate coordinate ~ounty O O O O 2 4 13 25 27 52 8 15, 2 4 
with personnel Supervisor O O 1 2 7 14 9 17 22 42 10 19 3 6 
Avera2e O O O O O O 13 25 24 46 13 25 2 4 
(/«.) Consider relationship· ~ounty O O O O 2 4 19 37 21 40 7 13_ 3 6 
oLprogram to other e-duca.. ~upervisor O O 1 2 5 10 16 31 17 .32 10 19. 3 6 
tional 1>ro2rams Avera2e O O O O 1 2 16 31 17 32 18 35 0 0 
(5) Base identifying pro.. County O O 2 4 17 33' 18 34 13 25 2 4 0 0 
cess on problem solving ~upervisor O O 2 4 14 27 17 32 12 23 6 12 1 2 
approach Avera2e O O O O 11 21 20 38 17 33 4 8 0 0 
(6) ·use materials and County O O O O 6 11 18 34 19 37 5 10 4 8 
res.ources in program ~upervisor O O 1 2 9 17 10 19 18 35 12 _ 23 2 4 
de:velonment Avera2e O O O O 3 6 11 21 26 50 10 19 2 4 
(7) Understand, use group County O O 3 6 16 31 21 40 8 15 2 4 2 4 
dynamics in working with Supervisor O O 4 8 13 25 12 23 14 27 8 15 1 2 
clientele Average O O O O 9 17 24 46 13 25 6 12 0 0 
* County Extension Home Economics Agent 
~ :Supervisor of The.County Extension Home Economies Agent 
Average of the_ Cou!}ty--Ext~nsion Home Economics Agent and respective Supervisor Score fer Each Agent 01) 
-..i 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
- - -
- . ~ ., . -- _. 
- LOW 
B .. Function: ~~anning the program l - 2 3 
·- # % I % :fi -
(1)- Interpret situations, County 0 0 2 4 11 
problems, goals to -more Supervisor 0 0 l 2 10 
specific obiectives Avera2e 0 0 0 0 3 
(2) Seek resources, County l 2 - 0 0 2 
oia~er:Lals, people, methods Supervisor 0 0 1 2 9 
for solving 1>roblems Avera2e 0 0 l 2 1 
(3) Be responsible content gounty 1 2 0 0 3 
from extension ~upervisor 0 0 0 0 7 
Average 0 0 0 0 l 
(4) Seek to provide needed County 0 0 0 0 2 
reJources not provided by ~upervisor 0 0 l 2 11 
extension Average 0 0 0 0 3 -(5) Interpret objectives c;:ounty 0 0 0 0 7 
clientele needs ·to resource f$upervisor 0 0 2 · .4 8 
; personnel Avera2e 0 0 0 0 2 
(6) Provide agencies c;:ounty 0 0 1 2 6 
infortnation to help agencies ~upervisor 0 0 1 2 8 
work wi·th c liente le Avera~e 0 0 0 0 3 
(7) Determine coordinate - · 9ounty 0 0 0 0 5 
program with extension perm ~upervisor 0 0 0 0 10 
sonnel Avera.2e 0 0 0 0 l 
(8) Prepare a program plan County 0 0 2 4 10 
9f c,woi;k (long range and Supervisor 0 0 2 4 11 
:1nnual~ · _ Average 0 0 0 0 5 
(9) - R~cognize relationship County 0 0 0 0 8 
of ... clieritele needs 9 content ~uperviso:r 0 0 l 2 8 
and learnirut theorv Avera$te 0 0 0 0 4 
AVERAGE 
4 5 
% fl % I % 
21 23 44 13 25 
19 28 54 7 13 
6 27 52 21 40 
4 17 32 26 50 
17 15 29 13 25 
2 14 27 24 46 
6 17 33 22 42 
13 19 37 13 25 
2 14 27 22 42 
4 15 29 26 50 
21 10 19 9 17 
6 9 17 22 42 
13 17 33 23 44 
15 23 45 11 21 
4 19 36 25 48 
11 13 25 22. 43 
15 10 19 11 21 
6 8 15 23 44 
10 23 44 19 36 
19 16 31 15 29 
2 20 38 19 37 
19 19 36 -15 29 
21 19 37 11 21 
10 19 37 21 40 
15 27 52 12 23 
15 22 43 13 25 
81 23 44 17. 33 
HIGH 
' .6. 
# % 
3 6 
6 12 
l 2 
5 10 
12 23 
12 23 
7 13 
12 23 
15 29 
7 13 
20 39 
16 31· 
3 6 
8 15 
6 12 
6 11 ' 
19 37 
16 31 
4 8 
9 17 
12 23 
5 10 
8 15 
7 l3 
4 8 
8 15 
8 15 
7 
# 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
0 
2 
l 
2 
2 
0 
0 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
l 
0 
0 
% 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
4 
2 
0 
4 
2 
4 
4 
0 
0 
8 
6 
4 
2 
4 
0 
2 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
:;.• .. ,. 
00 
0) 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Co ·Function: Implemellting the program 
(1) Make detail arrangeo 
ments, · plans -for segments 
of program 
(2) Make adjustments in 
pr9grlllll as needed 
(3) Coordinate schedules 
with clientele, extens~on 
personnel C(?ncerned 
f4) Special coordination 
of.arrangements with other 
educational agencies 
(5) Allocate resources 
with priority to the 
determined program 
County 
~upervisor 
Aver~e 
C::ounty 
~upervisor 
Average 
C::ounty 
~upervisor 
Average 
C::ounty 
~upervisor 
Avera_g_e 
County 
~upervisor 
Average 
D., Function: Evaluating the program 
# 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
LOW 
1 . 
% 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
I 
2 
# % 
0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
l 2 
0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
l 2 
1 2 
0 0 
AV~GE 
3 I 4 
I % I % 
7 13 13 25 
8 15 13 25 
2 4 14 27 
l 2 18 35 
7 13 21 40 
0 0 16 31 
3 6 16 31 
9 17 14 27 
l 2 13 25 
4 8120 38 
8 15 14 27 
l 2 13 25 
8 16120 38 
12 23 20 38 
4 8 21 40 
I 
23 
22 
26 
22 
17 
28 
23 
24 
31 
24 
14 
30 
14 
13 
22 
5 
HIGH 
6 
% I % 
44 6 12 
42 7 14 
50 10 19 
421 8 15 33 6 12 
54 7 13 
44 6 11 
46 5 10 
60 7 13 
461 2 4 27 15 29 
58 7 13 
271 7 13 
25 6 12 
42 5 10 
7 
# % 
3 6 
l 2 
0 0 
3 6 
0 0 
1 2 
3 6 
0 0 
0 0 
2 .4 
1 2 
l :2 
l 2 
0 0 
0 0 
(1) Establish, organize County I O 01 2 4. 20 38 20 38 8 16 
ev~luative criteria in ~upervisor · 0 0 8 15 22 42 16 31 5 10 
relation to objectives Avera_g_e O O O O 18 35 25 48 · 9 17 
2 4 0 0 
l 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
l2) Involve clientele County I O O I 3 ·-6 13 25, 22 42 9 17 
per. so.n ..ne. 1. in ... ev. aluating for ?upervisor O O 8 15 18 35 22 42 2 4 
~9_g_ram improvement Average O O O O 16 31 25 48 9 17 
(3) Share evaluation find... County I O -- O I 3 · -- 6-115 29 16 30 13 25 
t .. ngs with other educational $upervisor O O 6 12 16 31 16 31 7 13 
agencies Averaze O O O O, 12 23 21 40 14 27 
(4"5 Arrange special County I O O I 4 8118 34 14 271- 9 17 jaV~luative assistance Supervisor ' 0 0 8 15 23 44 17 33 3 · 6 
needed Average O O l 2 14 27 27 52 9 17 
3 61 2 4 2 4 0 0 
2 4 0 0 
3 6 2 4 
7 13 0 0 
5 10 0 0 
5 101 2 4 1 2 0 0 
l 2 0 0 O',) 
\el 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
" " 
.... , .. 
-
LOW 
.. 1 2 3 
' 
- .. I % I % :fF 
(5) Use evaluation to County l 2 l 2 12 
adjus~, leave out, change, ~pervisor 0 0 9 17 18 
expand- or011:ram Avera2e 0 0 0 0 14 
(6) Use evaluation to : gounty 0 0 2 4 13 
assis~- with·'lllaking. ~upe-rvisor 0 0 8 15 18 
reauesteu-reoorts Avera2e 0 0 0 0 12 
AVERAGE 
4 5 
% # % I 
23 21 40 10 
35 18 35 7 
27 26 50 10 
25 19 37 10 
34 18 34 6 
23 26 · 50 12 
HIGH 
: ~-6. 
% I - % 
19 5 10 
13 0 0 
19 2 4 
19 6 11 
13 2 4 
23 2 4 
7 
I 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
% 
4 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
"° 0 
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agent lowest in Function A, Identifying the Program.9 and Function D9 
Evaluating the programo The largest number of responses by the agents 
and supervisors in the low level category for any statement was nine or 
seventeen percent of the respondents and most of these rating were in 
function D, E~aluating the Programo 
Within each of the function there were some statements that were 
evaluated at an average level by almost one ... third of the agents and 
supervisorso When you consider the individual agent and supervisor 
scores and also the average score for each agent position, the average 
level ratings indicate that the respondents believe performance is 
acceptable but could be improved and is acceptable but not outstandingo 
Interpretation of data indicated that the respondents (average score 
used) believed they rated highest.in the competences of Function Cj 
Implementing the Program, which is the action=doing part of their ex0 
tension responsibilities. All of these statements were evaluated at a 
level of five or above (high performance) by fifty percent or mor~ of 
the respondentso The competences rated at an average level and a low 
level of performance by both groups of respondents (average score used) 
appear in Table XIV. These statements of competences were similar to 
the competences rated as !!2!l important by almost one""fourth of extension 
leaders in Table VIlo In both cases, the statements emphasized the 
abilities of involving and working with clientele., relationships of 
clientele and other ~ducators, arranging and sharing information and 
resourceso These statements of competences were also in areas in 
which the personnel had little or no preservice or inservice educationo 
Inservice education in Florida had emphasized the planning and imple"" 
menting of the specific content of programs. The identifying and 
TABLE XIV 
STATEMENTS OF COMPETENCES EVALUATED AT AN AVERAGE LEVEL BY FIFTY 
PERCENT OF TH.\!: RESPONDEijTS_ (AGENTS ~D SUPERVISORS) 
Statements£!. Competences Average~ Used 
A. Function: Identifying the program 
B. Function~ Planning the program 
(1) Interpret situations, problems, Number 
goals. to more specific objectives Percent 
(9) Recognize relationship of 
clientele needs, content and Number 
learning theor_x. Percent 
Do Function~ Evaluating the 12rogram 
+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
6 
4 
8 
27 
52 
23 
44 
21 
40 
n I 33 . 
1 I o 2 ,r--0~ 
8 0 
15 0 
. f . . .... 
(l) Establish 1 organize evaluate Number O O 1 18 I 25 f-'H. ·· 0 -, 0 
£~:f.teda in re~at.ion to objectives Percent O O 35 48 . 17 _ 0 ··· -·=-JL (~! :n:o~v'; _~H.entele per~o~ne! :n Numbe~ 0 0 16 1 25 9 ~r=? 
.!;y.1tll;l~tu1.~. 1co.r 1n:.ogram 1:mp:i:o't!ernenc P··•erc.eint O O .31 , ~. -·t~. "' -. J.l= 
(3) Shar~ evaluation findings Number O O 12 j ~l !! I 5 1 ':' 
!fi.th othe·r .. ed.·UCa.tional agen~ies P.e ..r<ee-nt O 0. _2rn. " 40 t· =-3·~~~10_ -~ (4) Arrange special evaluation Number O j' l l,!1, 21 ~ ! 1 0 
a.ssista.1\ilc.e needed Percent O 2 ! 27 . 52 H , 2 , 0 
-~ +- """""""' \.,C l\o.1 
TABLE XIV (Continued) 
' ,, 
---· Li >W 
- --· ·- ' - ---" ~ - -· --· - -- - 1 2 
(5) Use evaluation fo adjust, Number 0 0 
le~ve out. change, exnand program Percent 0 0 
(6) Use evaluation to assist with Number 0 0 
lt)aking reQuested reports Percent 0 0 
AVERAGE 
3 4-
14 -26 
27 50 
12 26 
23 50 
5. 6 
10 2 
19 4 
12 2 
23 4 
HIGH 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,c 
1..,.., 
evaluating of programs and the related program organizer competences 
with capabilities for organization, coordination, management, use of 
resources and working relationships with other educators had not been 
emphasizedo 
In summary the data obtained on the evaluation instrument have a 
relationship to the competences as a program organizer because: 
lo The Florida agents and their respective supervisors tended 
to consistently evaluate the performance of the agents at an 
average or slightly above level on all of the competences$ 
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2o The Florid~ agents and supervisors evaluated the performance 
of the agents highest for the competences in Function B, 
Planning the Program and Function C, Implementing the Programo 
3o The Florida agents and supervisors evaluated the performance 
of agents low in Function A, Identifying the Program and the 
lowest evaluations were for Function D, Evaluating the Programo 
4o The competences evaluated at an average level of performance 
by almost one-third of the Florida agents and supervisors were 
very similar to the competence that almost one fourth of the 
leaders in extension did not rate as !!!2!!, imE.Qrtant. 
Section Three - Suggestions 
Approximately one-fourth of the Florida County Extension Home 
Economics Agents made responses in Section Three, Suggestions. This 
section asked that the respondent write in any suggestions and comments 
concerning the competences as related to the improvement of extension 
p:r·ograms. These responses were summarized and grouped as follows: 
lo Inservice education is needed to help develop these competenceso 
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2o County Chairmen need to provide fa~ better coordination of the 
total county programc 
3o Competences are weak in the areas of reportirag 9 evaluation and 
methodso 
4o A planned program requires skills in management oft~ and 
energy in relation to emergencieso 
So Competences are needed i~ skills and methods of working with 
advisory groupso 
Summary 
A review of the data indicated that approximately forty.percent of 
the Florida County Extension Home Economics, Agents had been employed in 
extension ten years or le~s and fifty percent in extensf.on elevea to 
twenty years. In their present positions seventy~five percent of the 
respondents had been employed from one to ten yearso Each county in 
which the agents worked had a range of from two to fourteen personnel per 
countyo Seventy~five percent of the counties in which agents worked 
could be c:Gnsidered a combination of an urban and rural no~farm 
population o 
Educational data showed that less than oneQhalf of the Florida 
County Extension. Home Econom.cs Agents graduated from a st.ate land.,,grant 
college; over fifty percent of the agents graduated from a higher edueac 
ti.onal institution outside of Florida; over fifty percent of the agents 
graduated prior to. 1946 and over fifty percent were eduea.tion ma.jors in 
the field of home economics. 
The findings from the analysis of the data from the evaluation in= 
strum,nts supported the belief of the researcher that the statements of 
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competences of a home economist in extension as a program organizer 
could be evaluated by a group of home economists in extension and their 
supervisorso 
The statements of competences evaluated at the average performance 
level by almost one=third of the agents and supervisors were in areas 
involving working relationships with clientele, other extension workers 
.and educators from other agencieso These statements of competences were 
all ,r:elated directly to the program organizer skills and abilities of 
arranging, coordinating, organizing» sharing and working with other 
educators to use resources in improving an educational programo The 
competence in Function C, Implementing the Program were rated highest 
by both agents and superviso~so The lowest ratings for both groups of 
respondents were the statements of competences in Function D, Evaluating 
the Program. 
CHAPTER V 
CONC·EPTS FOR COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMIST 
IN EXTENSION AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
Introduction 
The identifying and stating of the concepts that were inherent 
in the competences of a home economist in extension as a program 
organizer that could be used for planning inservice education was 
the third objective of the study. T_he competences as a program 
organizer are one of the groups of skills and abilities needed by a 
home economist in extension. Program organizer competences are the 
skills and abilities of arranging, coordinating, working with other 
educators and using available resources in (1) identifying, (2) plan-
ning, (3) implementing and (4) evaluating the home economics program 
in extension. The concepts for' the competences as a program organizer 
represent the kind of key ideas that an inservice educational program 
would seek to provide for home economists in extension. 
The support for the writer's stating of the concepts in this 
chapter were revealed through (l) the review of literature, (2) the 
results of the rating of competences by the leaders in extension and 
(3) the evaluation of the competences of a program organizer for 
Florida agents. From the analysis and interpretation of findings in 
Chapters II, III and IV, the key ideas for four concepts were stated 
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for the competences of a home economist in extension as a program or 0 
ganizero The writer believes that these concepts could be used in plan= 
ning inserviee education for the purpose of improving the competences 
of a home economist in extension as a program organizer. The competences 
as a program organizer should contribute to the providing of a broader 
and expanded home economies extension educational program of clienteleo 
The basic premise in identifying and stating concepts for the 
competences as a program organizer for inservice education is the de0 
finition by Tyler1 that education is a process which seeks to change the 
behavioral patterns of human beings. The major concept basis to this 
educational premise is that for inservice education there is a conscious 
effort to help the professional person build concepts and understand 
concepts that are useful in guiding hi$ own thinking about the process 
of education and learning. The four concepts with the findings that 
support the concepts are given in the following part of this chaptero 
Concepts 
(1) Continuing education~ broaden!!!. extension educational 
program is an essential concept for strengthening the competences of a 
home economist in extension as a program organizero This concept en~ 
compasses the understanding and the participating of extension personnel 
and their clientele in planned educational experiences which will promote 
learning throughout life. Extension personnel need to develop for themQ 
selves knowledge, skills and attitudes in relation to this concept if 
they are to develop competences to broaden educational programs for 
1&ugene Ro Smith, 
i~g Student Progresso 
Ralph w. Tyler, et. al., 
New York. 1942, p. 11. 
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helping clientele in continuing educationo Extension personnel cannot 
broaden an educational program with this dimension unless they develop 
this concept of the importance of continuing education for themselves 
and the clientele for whqm they are responsible in extension program 
developmento A continuing educational program for change and adjustment 
to problems in a given situation is a continuous proeesso Extension 
personnel need to develop a philosophy of the importance of continuing 
education for themselves as well as clientele if they are to perform 
adequately the specific competences of a program organizer for a home 
economist in extension. 
Support of this concept for continued education are: 
lo Extenston philosophy and program trends have indicated that 
educational programs need to,adjust, expand and shift in 
relation to the situation of society and the problems of 
clientele in this society. This means extension needs to 
provide an educational program that uses many university 
resources in disciplines and interdisciplines of fields of 
knowledge to help solve the socio-economic problems of clientele 
today. The need for efforts to provide a more comprehensive 
and broader educational program is expressed in the statements 
of extension scope reports, views by leaders and researchers 
in extension and in continuing educationo 
2. The study of inservice education for Cooperative Extension 
Service personnel revealed that some training had been pro-
vided through the years. But this training bad emphasized 
specific curriculums in agriculture, home economics and ex-
tension methods. The findings of the study of inservice 
-· ' 
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education for Florida County Extension Home Economics Agents 
showed that the majority of agents received bachelor ' s degrees 
in fields of home economics education prior to 1946 and less 
than ten percent had received a master's degree since that 
time. The inservice education of these Florida agents had been 
in areas of specific extension home economics program re 0 
sponsibility, mainly home economics subject matter fields. 
3. Findings from extension tenure data indicated that the 
majority of the extension personnel in this study at federal, 
state and county levels had been employed approximately twenty 
years and had been employed in their present position for 
approximately ten years. In general this tenure shows a trend 
that these personnel probably have not received additional 
training in the disciplines such as psychology, sociology, 
management and adult education that are considered most 
important for the development of a concept concerning con° 
tinuing education. 
(2) The idea of relationships~ interrelationships within!!:. 
extension program and among other educational programs is a concept that 
is vital to the development of the competences as a program organizer . 
This concept is essential to the use of cOD1DUnity resources to conduct 
educational programs in a given geographic area. Relationships involve 
the purposes of agencies in understanding and using educational methods 
in working with people. In the past these educational methods have 
tended to emphasize a particular agencies purposes only. Relationships 
as in this concept emphasize the complexity of meshing individual 
agency, and group of agencies purposes without eliminating the uniqueness 
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of individual agency and group of agencies purposeso An aspect of this 
concept is conaunications within the extension service and among educa0 
tional agencieso This couaunication aspect could be a concept in itselfo 
But the intent of having a concept of relationships i~ to show the 
interrelatedness of all aspects of an educational programo 
The major support of this relationship concept is provided from the 
analysis of the ratings of the competences as a program organizer by the 
selected leaders in extension and the evaluation of the competences for 
Florida agents and supervisors. These are: 
lo The competences as a program organizer that almost one 0 £our th 
of the selected leaders in extension did not rate as~ 
important were: specific aspects of relationships of the ex0 
tension program to other educational programs; use of available 
resources; use of group dynamics methodology in working with 
people; use of resources not provided by extension personnel; 
the providing and sharing of information with other agencies; 
the coordinating of programs with other extension personnel; 
the making of detailed arrangements; and the involving of 
clientele and the sharing of evaluation findings o 
2. Indications of weaknesses in competences as a program organizer 
for the statements about the relationships and coordination of 
educational efforts was further supported by the findings f rom 
the evaluation of the competences of a program organizer. The 
Floiida County Extension Home Economics Agents and supervisors 
felt that Florida agents ·were most competent in functions of 
implementing a program and that agents were least competent 
in identifying, planning and evaluating a programo Apparently 
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the Florida personne l were so involved in the mechan ics and 
actions skill~ .of the pr ogram that they did not feel they 
possessed abilities in the less tangible areas of identifying, 
planning and evaluating whi ch involve coor dinat ion and rela= 
tionships with many resourceso The implementation function 
can usually be done wi t hout w~rki ng wi th people and/or agencieso 
(3) The £lace !.f. evaluation!.!!, program development is a concept 
that is specifically needed by home economists in Flor ida to strengthen 
and improve competences as program organizerso This is not a concept 
of evaluation in terms of facts, figures and statistics o It is a more 
abstract concept of evaluating as objectively as possible on a continuous 
basis results of the exteqsion program in human motivation, decision 
making, problem solving and coD1DUnicationso Each of the four program 
development functions should receive almost equal emphasis for an 
effective educational program. 
The evaluation concept is supported by the analysis of findings 
from the ratings of the selected leaders in extension and the eva.luation 
of both groups of the Florida respondents. These are: 
1. Almost one-fourth of the selected leaders in extension rated 
four of the six competences in Function D, Evaluating the 
Program, as ~ important . 
2. Fifty percent of both groups of the Florida respondents did not 
evaluate at above an average level any of the six statements of 
competences in Function D, Evaluating the Programo 
(4) A concept of the program development process~ professi onal 
leadership~ is indicated from the analysis of findings in this study o 
This concept encompasses a philosophy of the entire job of an extens ion 
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educator. Knowledge, skills and understandings included in this concept 
relate specifically to educator skills and abilities to organize, cog 
ordina~e, manage, balance and take action in relation to the inter re 0 
latedness of the situation, resources, people and objectives of an 
educational program. 
Support of this concept are: 
lo Almost oneQfourth of the leaders in extension rated approximate 0 
ly one-half of the statements of competences as~ importanto 
2o Fourteen of the statements of competences (approximately one= 
half of the statements) were evaluated at an average level by 
the Florida County Extension Home Economics Agents and their 
respective supervisors. 
3. The findings that over fifty percent of the Florida County 
Extension Home Economics Agents had probably not received 
undergraduate training in extension methods and had graduated 
before 1946 indicate Florida agents ~eed training in program 
development and professional leadership. 
Summary 
The researcher from the analysis of findings in the review of 
literature, ratings of leaders in extension and evaluation of Florida 
personnel identified and stated four concepts as being needed for 
developing the competences of a home economist in extension as a proQ 
gram organizer. These concepts were: (1) continuing education to 
broaden an educational program, (2) relationships and interrelationships 
within an extension program and among other educational programs, (3) 
the place of evaluation in program development and (4) program 
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development process and professional leadership role o 
In the analysis and development of this chapter, the researcher 
was aware that other extension educators might interpret and list the 
c~ncepts differentlyo Rather than the four broad areas of concepts in 
continuing education, relationships, evaluation and program development 
terms such as concepts of management, conmunications, human relations , 
social sciences, professional educati.on, guidance and counseling, adult 
education, decision making and scientific methods could be usedo But 
the researcher believes that the findings in this study point out the 
need for broader concepts into which t~e above subconcepts that relate 
to various educational disciplines could be used in specific inservice 
education for home economists in extension. The need for continuing 
inservice education, rigorous and basic, to supplement, reinforce and 
relate academic work to the given situation is indicated in order to 
develop the concepts stated in this chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summary 
The need for a broader and more comprehensive extension educa-
tiona l program was brought about by social, economic and technological 
changes in society. The concerns of society for a broader educa-
tional program were expressed by leaders in extension , by educators 
and the public through local, state and federal governments i n t erms 
of continuing education. This continuing education approach empha-
sized the use and coordination of all available resources to help 
people solve problems. These problems were expressed as inadequate 
standards of living in our society because of poverty, unemployment 
and the lack of educational abilities for people to live effectively 
in their environment. 
To improve and broaden educational programs, administrators in 
the Cooperative Extension Service recognized that many different 
skills and abilities are needed by home economists in extension f or 
the successful carrying out of the total job of extension progr am 
development. These extension administrative leaders supported the 
need for inservice education as one means of helping personnel 
develop the needed competences to broaden educational programs. Ex-
tens i on training studies showed that most of the presentl y employed 
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extension personnel had graduated from college with a bachel or of 
science degree in agriculture or home economics from ten to twenty 
years ago. These findings showed that these personnel were prepared 
for rather narrow traditional type extension programs that provide 
mainly specific skills of farm and home production. The study of the 
academic training and inservice training of the Florida County Ex-
tension Home Economics Agents indicated that most of the Florida 
agents had not received the kind of training needed for the com-
petences to broaden educational programs. 
The review of literature indicated that, to meet the growing 
demands for a broader extension program, personnel had increasing 
need for the specific abilities as a program organizer and therefore 
needed to develop competences in this area. This study was concerned 
with one aspect of the overall area of the competences in extension 
program development needed by personnel to provide a broader extension 
program, namely competences as a program organizer. The competences 
as a program organizer are supportive of the responsibilities of a 
home economist in extension in program development. The specific 
skills and abilities of home economists in extension for using re-
sources, arranging, coordinating, involving and working with others 
were defined as important aspects of the competences as a program 
organizer. Through the development of the specific skills and abili -
ties of the competences as a program organizer the home economist in 
extension could be an effective liaison between clientele and their 
problems and the educational resources which might be brought to bear 
on these problems. 
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Competences as a program organizer was chosen from the total job 
of extension program development as the area to be studied because 
the entire field of competences for home economists was too large an 
area to cover in the study and because competences as a program 
organizer was an area of interest to the writer due to employment in 
extension programs in the state of Florida. The investigation of 
available resources revealed that research and studies in the area of 
program development were limited and more limited in relation to 
competences as a program organizer. The few studies about the com-
petences as a program organizer for a home economist in extension 
supported the belief of the writer that the training of personnel in 
formal academic work and inservice education had not emphasized these 
competences. 
The objectives of the study were: 
1. To identify the competences for a home economist in exten-
sion as a program organizer that were considered essential by selected 
federal and state leaders within extension. 
2 . To develop an instrument to evaluate the competences of 
selected home economist in extension as a program organizer . 
3. To identify and to state the concepts needed for d.eveloping 
the competences of a home economist in extension as a program organ-
izer that could be used for planning inservice education. 
A reviewing of the literature in the areas of extension educa-
tion, inservice education and behavioral sciences revealed a back-
ground of supporting educational beliefs for the writer's belief that 
the competences as a program organizer was one of the important 
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groups of competences needed by home economis t in extension . Exten-
sion philosophy and program trends showed that the major shift in 
emphasis in program trends has been from skills and practices in 
agriculture and home economics to a need for a problem sol ving 
approach that used all available educational disciplines to help 
cope with and solve such complex problems as poverty, unemployment 
and illiteracy. Various federal and state extension scope state-
ments had attempted to spell out some broader agriculture and home 
economics responsibilities in extension. These efforts at a broader 
program emphasis were specifically strengthened by current trends in 
federal and state governments to provide continuing education as one 
means to help solve the socio-economic problems of poverty and un-
employment. 
Continuing education is a concentrated effort intended to mean 
a kind of education to assist people to live in their environment more 
effectively throughout life regardless of what educational discipline 
or resources would be needed in solving problems. Many questions are 
unanswered in the nation and in individual states as to how such a 
cont inuing education approach can be organized, conducted and financed . 
But whatever decisions are made on continuing education throughout 
the United States, leaders in the Cooperative Extension Serv ice be-
lieve that extension personnel must improve their abilities to use 
all available resources to help clientele solve individual, family 
and community problems. These extension leaders recognized that to 
provide the educational program to solve various interrelated problems 
of clientele would necessitate changes in the training of extension 
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personnel in fields of spec ialization , educational methods and working 
relationships with other educational groups, agencies and resources . 
The review of the academic and inservice training of extension person-
nel in the nation and in Florida showed that most personnel were f rom 
fie lds of specialization in agriculture and home economics. A third 
of the extension field workers in the nation had completed academic 
work at the master's degree level and in Florida only ten percent of 
the field personnel included in this study had completed academic 
work at the master' s degree level. A summary of information on in-
service education for home economists in Florida from 1954 to 1964 
revealed that these agents had not received inservice training in 
fields other than traditional extension home economics program areas 
and extens ion methods. Training was predominately in program imple-
mentation for the various home economics subject matter areas. 
The reviewing of materials in the supporting educational beliefs 
chapter provided background information that was used to prepare the 
rating instrument and the evaluation instrument for the competence s 
of a home economist in extension as a program organizer. The pro-
gram development process in extension involves the total job re-
sponsibilities of determining the program and carrying ou t the pro-
gram for a given group of clientele. The statements for the com-
petences of a home economist in extension as a program organizer for 
the specific abilities and skills of managing, arranging, coordinating, 
expanding and involving were formulated in relation to the total job 
in extension program development. The job functions in the program 
development process for which statements of the competences as a 
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program organizer were deve loped were: (1 ) i den tifying the pr ogr am ~ 
(2) planning the program, ( 3) implementing the program and (4) evalu-
ating the program. 
Statements within each of these functions were formulated fo~ 
the competences as a program organizer . From these statements a 
rating instrument was prepared for selected state and federal leaders 
to rate their belief s about the competences. The pretesting of the 
rating instrument was conduc ted with representative Oklahoma Extens i on 
Service personnel . Instruments were mailed to selected extens i on 
leaders in the ten states of Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, New 
York, North Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota, Virginia and Wisconsin 
and at the federal level in Washington, D.C . Sixty-four personnel 
were selected to respond to the rating ins truaent and fifty-eight of 
the instrument s returned were useable for tabulation . The respondent s 
rated their beliefs about the statements of competences as~ im-
portant, important, could be important,~ important and no comment. 
The first objective of the study was to identify the competences 
for a home economist in extension as a program organizers that were 
considered essential by the selected state and federal leaders with 
ext ens ion . The analysis of the data from the rating instrumen t showed 
tha t t he selected leaders believed the statements of competences of a 
home economist in extension as a program organizer were mos t important 
or important. The statements of competences rated as~ important 
by almost one-fourth of the fifty-eight respondents were i n skill s 
and abi lities relating to relationships , coordination, arrangements, 
sharing and use of resources that were especially vital for program 
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organizer competences. The additional competencea and suggestions 
section further emphasized the beliefs of the respondents regarding 
the importance of and need for the competences of a home economist in 
extension as a program organizer . 
The results of the rating instrument used in the first objec-
tive of the study lead to the conclusions: 
1. That a review of literature revealed the need for the 
development of the statements for the competences of a home economist 
in extens ion a s a program organizer . 
2 . That one way to formulate the statements of the competences 
of a home economist in extension as a program org~nizer could be in 
relation to the program development process in extension. 
3. That the identified competences of a home economist in ex-
tension as a program organizer could be one of the kinds of abilities 
needed to broaden the educational program home economists in exten-
sion provide to clientele. 
4. That the selected state and federal extension leaders could 
ident ify through the rating instrument that was developed their 
be liefs about the competences of a home economist in extension as 
a program organizer. 
5. That the competences statements rated as~ important by 
almost one-fourth of the respondents were in areas directly related 
to t he program organizer abilities of arranging, organizing, co-
ordinating, sharing and working with other educators in using 
ava ilable resources. 
To develop the evaluation instrument the statements of 
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competences of a home economist in extension a s a program organizer 
tha t were identified in the rating i ns trument as~ important or 
important by the ~elec ted extension personnel were used . An evalua-
tion scale with degrees from one to seven was used for each state -
ment . One and two represented a low level of performance , three and 
four an average level of performance and five to seven a high level 
of performance. Pretesting of the evaluation ins trument was con-
ducted with representative Oklahoma Extension Service personnel. 
Fifty-two Florida County Extension Home Economics Agents wer e mailed 
the ins truments and fifty-two useable instruments were returned . All 
Florida District Supervisors participated in the evaluation by evalu-
ating their respective agents. An average evaluation score was com-
puted for the performance on each statement of competence by combining 
the individual agent and the respective supervisor scores . 
The analysis of the data from the evaluation instruments in-
dicated t hat the s tatements could be one means of evalua t ing the com-
petences of a program organizer by county personnel and t heir super-
visors. Tabulations reflect the fact that seventy-five percent of the 
county respondents had been employed in their present position from 
one to ten years . The range of extension workers per county was f rom 
two through fourteen. Thes e counties were more than seventy- five 
percent a combination of an urban and rural nonfarm population which 
means that only one-fourth of the state had a rural population . Of 
the agent respondents, only twenty-nine percent had attended a higher 
educational institution in Florida. Of the entire group of agents, 
f orty- one percent had attended a s tate land-grant institution . 
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Thirty-two of the respondents received a bachelor 's degree prior to 
1946. Sixty-seven percent of the group had majored in undergraduate 
work in home economics education. These findings indicated that the 
majority of the Florida County Extension Home Economics Agents work 
in nonfarm areas, and had not received formal training in approxi -
mately twenty years. 
The statements of competences evaluated by almost one-third of 
the agents and supervisors at the average performance level were in 
areas involving working relationships with clientele, other exten-
sion workers, and educators with other agencies. The Function C, 
Implementing the Program was rated highest by both groups of re-
spondents . The lowest ratings by both groups of respondents were 
for the statements of compet ences in Function D, Evaluating the 
Program. 
The second objective was to develop an instrument to evaluate 
the compe tences of selected home economists in extension as a pro-
gram organizer. Results of the evaluation instrument used in t he 
second objective of the study lead to conclusions : 
1. That the evaluation ins trument that was developed could be 
one means of measuring the degree or level of p·erf ormance on the 
competences statements according to the beliefs of county personnel 
and supervisors in Florida. 
2. That the Florida personnel in the study had more weaknesses 
in the competences listed in Function D, Evaluating the Program. 
3. That the Florida personnel in the study felt more competent 
in the competences listed in Function C, Implementing t he Program. 
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4. That the competences statements evaluated by almost one-
third of both groups of the respondents at the average level on the 
performance scale were all competences related to weaknesses in pro-
gram organizer skills and abilities. 
The identifying and the stating of concepts that were inherent 
in the competences of a home economist in extension as a program 
organizer for use in planning inservice education was the third ob-
ject ive of the study. Results of the analysis of the findings in 
the reviews of literature and inservice education, the ratings of 
state and federal leaders and the evaluation of Florida personnel 
lead to the conclusion that one type of classification of broad 
concepts as a base for extension inservice education to strengthen 
the competences of a program organizer could be li s ted as follows: 
(1) continuing education to broaden an extension educational pro-
gram, (2) relationships and interrelationships within an extension 
program and among other educational programs, (3) the place of 
eval uation in program development and (4) program development process 
and profess ional leadership role. 
Implications for Additional Research 
The study was exploratory in nature and concerned with the 
ident ification of the concepts for the competences of a program 
organizer needed by a home economist in extension to broaden and im-
prove educational programs for clientele. Therefore, find ings provide 
some implications that further research is needed in this area . Some 
implications considered by the writer as being most logical and 
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pertinent for the immediate future were: 
1. The development of an extension inservice educational program 
for the concepts stated in this study and an evaluation of 
the program bated on the improvement of the competences of 
ho~e economist~ ;i.n extension as program organizers. 
2. A study of the competences as a program organizer with 
Florida home economists in extendon who have graduated 
within the past five years or who have received recent 
academic training to compare the ratings of these agents 
with the ratings of agents who have been employed more than 
five years and have not received recent academic training. 
3. Further study with home economists in extension in other 
states to compare the ratings of one state with another 
and to validate the evaluation instrument for the com-
petence~ of a program organizer. 
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UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
INSTITUTE OF FOOD AND AGRiCUL TURAL SCIENCES 
COL.Lii:Gf!: OF' AGRICUt. TUAE AGRiGLIL"rUffAL £XP1-:R1MENT ST A TIONS AOA1ou1.. Tuff Al. 'a.l;(TENS10N ss:r.iVocE SCHOOL oF FORESTRY 
FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
.. EPLV .-o, Ga Jnesvl I le. Florida 32603 
June 1. 1965 
Dr. Raymond c. Scott 
Assistant Administrator - Programs 
Federal Extension Service, USDA 
Washington, 0, C. 20250 
Dear Rayt . 
Miss Ann Thompson of our State Home Economics staff fs studying toward 
an advanced degree at Oklahoma State University. For her dissertation 
she needs the assistance of you and some of your personne I. 
Enclosed are copies of a letter from Hiss Thompson and an Instrument for 
your pertonne1 who have been selected to re~pond to the Instrument. I 
hope you and the personne 1 named wl 11 pa rt I c I pate In the study. Return 
the Instruments dlrectly to Miss Thompson In Oklahoma by June 15, 1965. 
I know HI n Thompson wl It apprec late your ass I stance. I, too, thank 
you for assisting with the study. 
sm 
cc: Hiss Ann Thompson 
Enclosures (2) 
Sincerely yours, 
.. 
·yPl ,O,LJZZ~ 
K. O. WATKINS 
DI rector 
Dear 
224 North West, Apt. 21 
Scholars Inn 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
June l, 1965 
I am an Extension worker from Florida studying at Oklahoma State 
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• University for an advanced degree. The research I am conducting under 
the direction of Dr. June Cozine is entitled "Identification, Evaluation 
and Development of Concepts for Competences of Home Economists in Exten-
sion As A Program Organizer." 
Your assistance is needed with part of this study. Ten states with 
personnel representing five positions .in each of .the states and repre-
se11tatives of the Federal Extension Service have been selected to rate 
the competences of home economists in extension as a program organizer 
on the attached instrument. 
The statements of competences of home economists in extension as a 
program organizer listed in the instrument were formulated from: 
1. A review of the literature on the educational function of 
extension in continuing education. 
2. A review of extension research and materials in program 
development and inservice education. 
3. A review of extension job descriptions, standards of · 
performance and performance schedules. 
Please return the instrument to me by June 15, 1965. After the 
instruments are analyzed, findings will be used to evaluate the present 
level of competences of home economics extension personnel in Florida. 
Findings fro'm the evaluation will be used for developing concepts to use 
in planning inservice education. It is hoped that the study will provide 
some information needed to assist in improving extension educational pro-
. grams for clientele. 
Thank you for participating. 
Sincerely yours. 
Ann Thompson 
(Explanation) 
June 1, 1965 
RATING INSTRUMENr 
THE COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMISTS IN EXTENSION 
AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
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For the purpose of this study competences as a program organizer are defined 
as one of the capabilities needed by home economists in extension. Program organ-
izer abilities are supportive of home economists functions in extension program 
development. 
The program development process in extension involves determining the program 
and carrying out the program. Home economists in extension initiate and conduct 
problem solving procedures with clientele to determine the situation, problems 
and objectives of the program; plan the content to assist in solving the identi-
fied problems; and implement and evaluate the program. Job functions in the pro-
gram development process are: · 
A. Identifying the program 
B. Planning the program 
C. Implementing the program 
D. Evaluating the program 
The competences as a program organizer imply concepts, skills and values 
involved in identifying, planning, implementing, and evaluating an extension pro-
gram. The skills of arranging, coordinating and expanding an informal education 
program are important aspects of the competences as a program organizer. 
are: 
· Three k.inds of information are requested from you in the instrument. These 
Section I 
Section II 
Section III 
General Information 
Rating of Competences 
Additional Competences and Suggestions 
Please return the instrument in the enclosed.envelope to Ann Thompson, 224 
North West, Apartment 21, Scholars Inn, Stillwater, Oklahoma by June 15, 1965. 
A. 
June 1. 1965 
Section I - GENERAL INFORMATION 
Fill in the general information blanks concerning your work in extension. 
State ~--_. _____ ... _._ ___ 
(Name of State) · (Your Title) 
or 
Federal---... ----~--.-~ (Your Position) 
Number of years in Extension---~-- Number of years in your present 
position ------
Section II - RATING OF THE COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMISTS IN EXTENSION AS A 
PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
In the rating of beliefs regarding each competence please rate in view of 
what you consider to be important as desirable competences for home economists 
in extension as a program organizer. Place a check(\..-""") in only one column 
for each of the statements of competences. The competences are grouped by the 
four job func.tions: A. Identifying the program, B, Planning the program, 
c. Implementing the program, and o; Evaluating the program. 
Statements of Competences Rating of Beliefs Regarding~ Competence 
Home Economists in extension Most Could be Not No 
1:25 
in identifxing the 2rogram: Important Imnortant Important Important Comment 
(1) Know the local situa-
tion and relate it to 
the area, state and I 
national situation. I 
(2) Involve and assist cli-
·1 entele ln collecting 
facts, analyzing the 
situation and identify-
ing the problems and 
goals or overall ob-
jectives for the pro-
gram. 
(3) Cooperate with all ex-
tension personnel in 
coordinating the total 
extension prop.ram, 
(4) Consider the relation-
ship of the extension 
program to other edu-
cational programs 
available to clientele. 
-
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Statements of Competences !!_~ of Beliefs Regardi.ng ~ Competence 
Most Could be Not No 
Imoortant Imoortant lmoortant lmoortant Comment 
(5) Base the program identi-
fying process on the 
problem solving 
approach to program 
develooment. 
(6) Use available exten-
sion iilaterials and 
resources in program 
development. 
(7) Understand and use 
group dynamics meth-
odology in working 
with clientele in 
identifying the pro-
gram. 
B. Home Economists in extension 
in olannin2 the oto2ram: 
(l) Interpret the situa-
tione, problems and 
goals or overall ob-
jectives identifying 
the program into more 
specific objectives. 
(2) Seek the best possible 
resources, materials, 
people, educational 
methods and techniques 
to assist in solving 
I the problems as stated in the obiectives. (3) Assume major responsi-
bility for the content I for which .they or other extension personnel are 
trained. 
(4) Seek to provide needed 
resources that are not 
provided by extension 
. oersonnel. 
(5) interpret extension ob-
jectives and the needs 
of clientele to re-
source uersonnel. 
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Statements ~:Competences Rating of Beliefs Regarding Each Competence 
Nost Could be Not No 
Important Imoortant Important Important Comment 
(6) Provide other agencies 
information available 
from extension that 
will help these agen-
cies work with cli-
entele. (7) Determine the program 
in coordination with 
all extension personnel 
responsible for.work in 
the given geographic 
area. 
(8) Prepare a program .plan 
of work (long rangeand 
annual) according to 
extension policies and 
program development 
procedures. 
(9) Recognize the impor-
tance and the re-
lationship of cli-
entele needs, content 
and learning theory 
in developing an ef-
fective program • 
c. . Home Econon:ists in extension 
in implementing the program: 
(1) ·Make <letail arrange-
ments and plans for 
various segments of 
the program. 
(2) Make ndjustments in 
the erogram as needed. 
-(3) Coordinate final spe-
cific schedules with 
clientele and other ex-
tension personnel con-
cerned. 
(4) Give special coordina-
tion attention to 
arrangements for pro-
gram cegments carried 
out in cooperation with 
other educational 
agencies. 
D. 
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Statements 2!_ Competences Rating£! Beliefs Regarding~ Competence 
Most Could be Not No 
Imoortant Important Important lmDortant Comment 
(5) Allocate time, enet-gy 
and resources to im• 
plement the program 
with consideration for 
emergencies; but give 
priority to the deter-
mined program. 
Home Economics in extension 
in evaluatin2 the Pro2ram: 
(l) Establish and organize 
evaluative criteria in 
relation to obiectives. 
(2) Involve clientele and 
extension personnel in 
evaluating for the pur-
pose of total extension 
program improvement. 
(3) Share evalu.ation find-
ings that are applica-
ble with other educa-
tional aR:encies. 
(4) Arrange for special 
evaluative assistance 
when needed. 
(5) Use evaluation to ad-
just, leave out, change 
and expand t.he program 
a.a stated in both the 
long range and annual 
program plan of work. 
(6) Use. evaluation as a tool 
to assist with making 
monthly and annual re-
ports and other 
reauested reports. 
Section III - ADDITIONAL COMPETENCES AND SUGGESTIONS 
Write in additional competences as a program organizer that you believe are 
needed in any of the four job functions. Also make suggestions and comments con-
cerning the competences as related to the improvement of extension programs. 
Additional Competences 
Suggestions and Comments 
APPENDIX B 
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COOPERACflVE EX'fE.NSION SERVICE 
. DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
BOX 1008 
STILLWATER 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
. July. 14., · 1965 
To: Cot.mty Extension Personnel 
Dear Co-Worker: 
Miss Ann Thompson, Extension Home Economist, Florida, 
is studying toward a doctor's degree in Home Econoniics 
Education at Oklahoma. State University. She would like to 
pre-test the instrtnnent for her research study with some 
county home economists in Oklahoma.. 
Dr. Evans ha.s granted permission :for this instrtnnent 
to be mailed to you, also your District Home Demonstration 
Agent and your District Supervisol" know that you are being 
contacted. We hope you will find it convenient to partici-
pate in the pre-test program. 
Miss Thompson will provide instructions and a.ppropl"ia.te 
information to guide you in this undertaking. 
Your cooperation in completing the pre-test on the time 
scheduled will be appreciated by Miss Thompson and by Oklahoma. 
· Extension Service. 
Most sincerely, 
Grace L. Spivey 
State Home Demonstration Agent 
GI.S:Jsm 
Wor.li In Agriculture, Home Economic• and Reloled field, USDA • OSU and CounlJ Comml11laner1 Cooperating 
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COLA.EGE Or:" AGRl8CU\..TURE AGR:IC\.11..TUAAL £)C1°ENS1CN SE.AV•CE AGRICUL.TI.JAAt.. E)l:P£RiMl!NT STATIONS SCHOOL, OF FOR!i:e!TR"I~ 
FLORIDA AGRICUI.. TURAI.. EXTENSION SERVICE 
R1tP1.v Ta. Gainesville. Florida 32603 
August 26, 1965 
Dear County Extension Home Economics Agents: 
As you know, Miss Ann Thompson returned to work with the Florida 
Agricultural Extension Service August 16. To complete her thesis for 
an advanced degree at Oklahoma State University, she needs your help. 
Enclosed are copies of a letter and an instrument for you from 
Ann. I hope you will participate in the study and return the instrument 
by the requested date. 
The evaluation findings will only be used for the purpose of the 
study's objectives in developing concepts f~r planning in-service 
education. 
Your cooperation in this request will be appreciated by Miss Thompson. 
It will also be valuable to the Florida Agricultural Extension Service 
in determining training needs. 
ama 
Enclosures 
cc: Dr. Betty Jean Brannan 
All District Agents 
Sincerely yours. 
-- . r· .--r-··1 /;• l 1 (./ I li_)(I. (_ . h ... (._ ( • J 
M. O. WATKINS 
Director 
All District Extension Home Economics Agents 
Dr. J. N. Busby 
M'l , F. E. Myers 
Dr. Emily King 
Dr. Alto Straughn 
Dear County Extension Home Economics Agents:· 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 
September I, 1965 
11m back, but not finished with my thesis. I need your help in doing 
part of my study. The research I am conducting under the dlrection-
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oLDr. June Cozine at Oklahoma State University is entitled "Identification, 
Evaluation and Development of Concepts for Competences of Home Economists 
. in Extension As A Program Organizer. II . . 
Your assistance is needed as one of the means of evaluating the competences 
of home economists in extension as a program organizer that are given in 
the attached instrument. The statements of competences of hoine economists 
In extension as a program organizer listed in the instrument were formulated 
from: 
I. A review of 1 iterature on the educational functi.on of 
extension in continuing education, 
2. A review of extension research and materials in program 
development and in-service education. 
3, A review of extension job descriptions, standards of 
performance sc;hedules. 
Selected state and federal extension personnel have rated the statements 
of competences as being important for home economists In extension. 
Please return the instrument to me by September 10, 1965. 
Findings from the evaluations made in the study will be used for developing 
concepts to use in planning in-service education. It is hoped that the 
study will provide information needed to improve extension educational 
programs for clientele. 
Thank you for participating. 
cc: Dt. Marshall O. Watkins 
Dr. Betty Jean Brannan 
All District Agents 
Sincerely yours, 
a,t41.. ;iky;sW 
ANN THOMPSON 
All District Extension He>me Economics Agents 
(Exp 1 ana t ion) 
September I, 1965 
EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 
THE COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMISTS IN EXTENSION 
AS A PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
For the purpose of this study competences as a program organizer 
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are defined as one of the capabilities needed by home economists in extension. 
Program organizer abilities are supportive of home economists functions in 
extension program development. 
The program development process in extension involves determining the 
program and carrying out the program. Home economists in extension initiate 
and conduct problem solving procedures with clientele to determine the 
situation, problems, and objectives of the program; plan the content to assist 
in solving the ident.ified problems; and implement and evaluate the program. 
Job functions in the program deve J opment process are: · 
A. Identifying the program 
B. Planning the program 
C. Implementing the program 
D. Evaluating the program 
The competences as a program organizer imply concepts, skills and 
values involved in identifying, planning, implementjng,and evaluating an 
extension program. The skills of managing, arranging, coordinating and 
expanding an informal education program are important aspects of the 
competenc~s as a program organizer. 
Three kinds of information are requested from you in the instrument. 
These are: 
Section I 
Section I! 
Section Ill 
General Information 
Evaluation of Competences 
Suggest ions 
Please return the completed instrument to Ann Thompson, State Office 
of Extension Home Economics Programs, Home Economics Building, Florida 
State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306, by September 10, t965 . 
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Section I - GENERAL INFORMATION 
Fill in the general information blanks concerning your work in extension. 
Number of years in Extension ~~~~- Number of years in your present 
posit ion -----
Number of Extension workers in your county---,-------------------
(Both Men and Women) 
Percent of your county considered: 
Urban 
Rural non-farm 
Farm 
Name of the higher education institution you attended--~-~~---~--~~-
Year you received your Bachelor's degree 
What was your major area of home economics study in college?-=---,-.--..,----,-
(Examp I e: edu-
cation or a subject matter area as clothing, etc.) 
Section II - EVALUATION OF THE COMPETENCES OF HOME ECONOMISTS IN EXTENSION AS 
A PROGRAM ORGANIZER 
In the evaluation section please check your beliefs regarding each compe-
tence in v1ew of what you consider to be your present performance and your 
needs for in-service education to improve your performance in providing an edu-
cational program for Extension clientele. 
In the section place a check {V) in: 
if you believe that your performance fs absent or not acceptable. 
2 if you believe that your performance is below a desired standard 
3 if you believe that your performance is acceptable but could be 
improved 
4 if you believe your performance is average and acceptable but not 
outstanding 
5 if youbelieve your performance is above aver.age 
6 if you believe your performance is outstanding 
7 if you be Ii eve your performance is very outstanding 
The competences are grouped by the four job functions: A.· Identifying 
the program, B. Planning the program, C. Implementing the program, and o. 
Evaluating the program. 
Statements .2f. Competences Evaluation Regarding~ Competence 
A. As a honie economist in I .extension in identifying 4 ·. 6 the oroaram I: I 2 3 5 
(I) Know the local situa• 
tion and relate it to 
the area, state and 
national situation .. 
(2) Involve and assist cli-
entele in col)ecting 
facts, analyzing the 
situi;ltion and identify-
ing the prob·lems and 
goals or over.al I ob-
jectives for the pro-
a ram. 
(3) Cooperate with exten-
sion personnel con-
cerned in coordinating 
·the total ext.ens ion 
oroaram. 
(4) Consider the relation-
ship of the extension 
program to other edu- I 
cational programs I 
avai I able tci cl ientele. 
(5) ~ase the program identi-
fying process on the 
problem solving 
· approach to program 
develooment. 
(6) Use available exten-
sion materials and 
resources in program 
development. 
J.35 
7 
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Statements of Competences Evaluation Regardi!!.9 Each Com~~ 
i--····- i . I I I i ; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(7) Understand and use I I 
I group dynamics meth- I 
odology in working i I \>"lith clientele in I identifying the pro-
a ram. 
B. As a home economist in 
extension in planning 
the oroqram I: 
(1) Interpret the situa-
tions, problems and 
goals or overall ob-
jectives identifying 
the program into more 
soecific obiectives. 
(2) Seek the best possible 
resources, materials, 
people, educational 
methods and techniques 
to assist in solving 
the problems as stated 
in the obiectives. 
(3) Assume major responsi-
bi 1 i ty for the teaching 
or educational content 
for which I or other 
extension personnel are 
trained. 
(4) Seek to provide needed 
resources that are not I 
provided by extension 
oersonne I. 
(5) Interpret extension ob-
jectives and the needs 
of cl ientele to re-
source personnel. 
(6) Provide other agencies 
information available 
from extension that I 
wi 11 help these agen-
cies work With CJ i-
entele. 
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(7) Determine the program 
in coordination with 
extension P.ersonnel 
responsible for work in 
the given geogr aph i ~. 
area. 
(8) Prepare a program plan 
of work (long range and 
annual) according to 
extension policies and 
program development 
procedures. 
(9) Recognize the impor-
tance and the re-
lationship of cl i-
entele needs, content 
and learntng theory 
in developing an ef-
fective oroqram. 
C. As a home economist in 
extension in implementing 
the proqram I: 
(I) Make detail arrange-
men ts and plans for 
various segments of 
the proqram. 
(2) Make adjustments in 
the program as needed. I 
(3) Coordinate final spe-
cific schedules with 
clientele and other ex-
tension personnel con-
cerned. 
(4) Give special coordina-
tion attention to 
arrangements for pro-
gram segments carried 
out in cooperation with 
other educational 
agencies. 
- 5 -
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(S) Al locate time, energy 
and resource to im-
plement the program 
with consideration for 
· emergencies; but give 
priority to the deter-
mined proqram. 
D. As a home economist in 
exten~ion in evaluating 
the proqram I: 
(1) Establish and organize 
evaluative criteria in 
· relation to objectives. 
(2) Involve clientele and 
extension personnel in 
evi3luating for the pur-
pose of total extension 
oroaram imorovement. 
(3) Share evaluation find-
ings that are applica-
ble with other educa~ 
tional aaenc i es .. 
(it) Arrange for special 
evaluative assistance 
when·needed; 
(5) Use e·va l uat ion to ad-
just, leave out, change 
and expand the program 
as s.tated in both the 
long range and annual 
program plan of work. 
(6) Use evaluation as a tool 
to assist with making 
monthly and annual re-
ports and other I· 
requested reports. 
Section Ill - SUGGESTIONS 
Write 1n any·suggestions· and comments concerning the competences as related 
to the improvement of extension programs. Continue on back of page if more 
space is needed. · 
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September 20, 1965 
Dear 
My records show that I have not received an evaluation 
instrument from you. In case you have misplaced the one 
sent origina11y. enclosed is a copy of the instrument and 
letters from Or. Watkins and me about it. 
I will appreciate your returning the completed instrument 
to me as soon as you can, as I cannot get started on the 
thesis writing until I get the instruments a11 in. 
Thanks a Jot. 
Si nee re 1. y you~:·; ... · . 
t:h0-i.,/ /4~ . ~5>·~--
ANN E. THOH;SON 7 
Assistant Home Economist, Programs 
AET:ars 
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